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Territorial Secretary Jaffa return- ed to his desk this morning after sev
eral weeks absence and about the
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turning over funds for the territorial
treasury as follows: $50 from itinerant licenses; $07.25 for 19 copies of
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Utah, Jan. 14. The train
robbers who help up the
overland Limited on the Union Pacif- ic near here a week ago were arrested In this city today.
All in One Bed.
Ogden, Jan. 11. The men were arrested along with two others in a
rooming house by Captain Brown, Detective Pender and Sheriff Harrison.
They were all .sleeping in one bed.
The police say that two of the men
only acted as 'fences." A Pullman
pillowslip was found in the room and
this it is believed was the one used
by the robbers in collecting the valuables from the passengers. The beneficiary of the robbery disclosed the
identity of the men to the detec
tives. The loot was shipped ont-C- T
Ogden a week ago. The police give
the names of tne men as w. L.ewi,
Pete Murphy, H. Shaefer and Thomas
Odell. The two first named suspects
are believed to be the robbers. All
are supposed to be railroad men ex
cept Shaefer who came from Butte,
where he is a bartender.
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A VOTE FOR THE CONSTITUTION
IS A VOTE FOR FREEDOM.

not vote on Saturay, January
The man
not a patriot.
his children he hatjany.
not care
does not
the
the Commn wealth.
an undesirable
prosperity or the growth
Citizen.
vote
the Constitution means
the rights
the President the
ship, representation
Congress, the rigit to vote
United States. It means the bestowal
acres
land worth at
least $65,000,000
the
a gift
for
Territory
and
child. It mean; the abolition
the
every man, woman
system; it
means the rending chains that have fetered, the influx
capital, the
resources, prosperity, opportunity and prosperity to every
development
and
it meant
deserving man and woman. It
for it.
nothing else every

n

Be Sure to Vote and Vote Early.
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their names as Juan Sais. Teofilo
TAKES FIVE MINUTES TO
PUT STOMACH IN ORDER. mero and Alejandro Sisncros.
Indigestion, Gas, Dyspepsia and Other
Stomach Misery Ended With a
Little Diapepsin.

Ro-

SATURDAY, JANUARY 14, 1911.

1 iioiisoess

LAWS OF STATES
ON TRUST COMPANIES.

Established 1856.

SELIGMAIN BROS CO.

"I have used your valuable Cascarets
and I find them perfect. Couldn't do
without them. I have used them for
some time for indigestion and biliousness
and am now completely cured. Recommend them to everyone. Once tried, you
will never be without them in the
family." Kd ward A. Marx, Albany, N.Y.

Various Provisions Regarding Loans,
If what you just ate Is souving on
Reserves, Capital, Stockholder's
your stomach or lies like a lump of
Liability, Supervision and
Other Features of
lead, refusing to digest, or y .i belch
urn: :estert
Gas and eructate sour,
Banking.
food, or have a feeling of P 'ziness.
Palatable. Potent, Taste Good.
heartburn, Fullness. Natisc:.
Washington. Jan. 11, 1M1.--very) Pleasant.
Do Good. Never Sicken.Weaken or Gripe.
taste in mouth and stomach 1m idache comprehensive history of slate banks
10c 25c 50c. Never sold in bulk. The genuine tablet stamped C C C. Guaranteed to
this is Indigestion.
the creaand trust companies sii'i-cure or your moDey back.
15
A full ease
of Pane's
pepsin tion of the national hanhs in 1864
I'ouirh-tl.
ZO
will
cents and
costs only
has been issued by the National Mon- laws
denning the character of the
stoma H, and
ly cure your
It has been preetary Commission.
loans which may be made on real
leave suffirient about the ho .e in
pared by Professor Ci'ovi,'e K.
Such loans constitute a
estate."
case some one else m no lam
m.ij
of John Hopkins I'liiversity.
r
Indi
trouble
greater percentage of the capital in
suffer from stomach
The various provisions of the laws banks
in small cities Man in larger
jcestion.
of the different
stales regarding
ones.
The ability to make real-es- Ask your pharmacist to sh"v you:
stockholders'
the formula plainly primed in these, leans, reserves, capital,and other fea- tate loans is a valuable privilege to
the banker who doed not have a large
cases, then you will under-- liability, supervision,
of banking are exhaustively discommercial clientele.
stand why Dyspeptic trouble' of all tures
kinds must t;o, and why they usuallv cussed.
step achs or. State banks have been steadily sup- NINETY MILE CHASE
relieve sour,
planting national and private instituI .apepsin
minutes.
five
in
Indigestion
AFTER HORSE THIEVES.
is harmless and tastes lild candy, tions having small capital, but Proseem
to
statistics
Harnett's
though each dose contains pover suffi filer
Trinidad, Colo., Jan. I I. A ninety-milcient to digest and prepare in: assimi- show that there is little difference in
chase for a band of alleged horse
lation into the blood all the ;ood you the percentage of failures among
cat; besides, it makes you go to the state banks or national institutions, thieves ended here with the arrival
table with a healthy appeti;e; but. alihough the rate of insolvency in of John Freward and H. Lambert
what will please you most, is that you rust companies seems to be some- from Ponil
Creek, Colfax county, X.
will feel that your stoniaah and intes- what higher.
the
arrest a few moments
and
II.,
will
and
out
fresn.
and
Professor
Barnett points
you
that
tines are clean
L.
of
and Jose Florez,
Perdio
biter
not need to resort to lax itives or liver trust companies have gradually given
pills for Biliousness or Constipation.
up fidelity insurance and the guaran-- j who were found in possession of stolThis city will have many Diapepsin teeing of land titles, and have
en animals. A third, who is said to
a general banking
cranks, as some peopb will call them,
business, have been implicated in the theft of
but you will be cranky about this the legal restrictions imposed
upon six
horses from the French ranch,
splendid stomach preparation, too, if them by the various States have be--i
you ever try a little for Indigestion or come similar to the restrictions im- - has escaped. The horses were missed
8 o'clock in the
and,
morning,
Gastritis or any other Stomach mis- nncpri nnnn Rtnte hanks
Thp rtrps- iat
ery.
lent tendency of legislatures is to di without waiting even to put on their
Get some now, this minute, and for- regard names and legislate for the coats Fremont and Lambert rode
thirty miles to Colfax on the trail
ever rid yourself of Stomach Trouble kind of business actually done.
of the alleged thieves, where they se-- l
and Indigestion.
7
states
(New Hampshire cured an automobile
instance,
and, driven by
Massachu Charles
Michigan, Connecticut,
came to Trinidad,
Glasgow,
anc
setts, Rhode Island, California
reaching this city only a few moments
Texas! have provided that saving) behind the alleged thieves. The stoldeposits in trust companies shall b; en horses were nearly exhausted by
invested in the same way as funds the long run.
'
held by mutual savings banks and
THE VIOLIN
that the assets of savings depait--!
DEAFNESS CANNOT BE CURED
Sycamore that spread a shade.
ments be segregated for the bene.it by local applications, as they cannot
Where the blackbird, unafraid,
of saving depositors,
reach the diseased portion of the
Singing in you, music made;
ear. There is only one way to cure
5
j
states
In
Ohio,
(Alabama,
Oregon,
breeze
Pine that murmired of the
deafness, and that Is by constitutioncostate
and
"the
Missouri
Nevada)
Where you leaned to summer seas,
stockholders al remedies. Deafness Is caused by
that
nstitution
provides
.was
once
that
living
tree,
Wood,
an inflamed condition of the mucous
Let the dumb rW speak through (shall be chargeable only for unpaid
of the Eustachian Tube. When
lining
11
In
other
stock
subscriptions."
thee.
tube
is inflamed you have a rum-the
states (Arizona, Arkansas, Louisiana,
bling sound or imperfect hearing, and
New
New
Hampshire,
Mississippi,
no
know
Hidden things tlat
way
when it is entirely closed, Deafness
Jersey, Rhode Island, Tennessee, Vir-- ; is the
Out. into the lipt of day.
result, and unless the inflammaand
Deleware)
ginia, Connecticut,
Captives watching for a ray,
tion can be taken out and this tube
there are no general laws imposing restored to its normal
Dreamers by some temple gate
condition, hear-- 1
additional liability on stockholders.
Who (or movingjwaters wait,
ing will he caused by Catarrh, which
states
and
"In
all
the
Wonder-workinremaining
wood, let me
Is nothing but an inflamed condition
where state banks are incor- of the
Touch your strinjs and set them free.
mucous surfaces.
w
iv
Hundred Tlnlln
iporaieu au auuiumi.u uauim, id
bat
In
all
and
on
stockholders,"
posed
!or any cgse Qf Deafness (caused by
Bound you open; wide the doors,
two the additional liability imposed
Dumb
a voice they find in yours,
catarrn) that cannot be cured by
amount of stock held, Halj,g Catarrn Cure Send for clrcu.
Dry through you the fountain pours, is equal to the
However, "the imposition of the sta jarg jree
inarticulate they talk

Incorporated 1903

January White Goods Sale
Table Linens
Napkins

A

i

Night Gowns
Corset Covers
Underskirts
Drawers

Towls

Quilts
India Linons
Lawns

!

Bar-net-

Chemise

Waists

i

;

ml nter urocery to
Southern Corner Plaza. S?nta Fe.

'

WE

GIVE CA&U

in-C-

ALL

WITH

1

I

CA

t- -

F

1

Telephone

K 1

I L

1

No. 40.

1 r'

1

I( E

S

J

Also all Winter Goods at Cost Including

Overcoats, Suits, Ladies Suits and
Capes, Underwear, C h i d r e n s
Coats, Boys Overcoats, Dress
Goods, and many other desirable
1

e

-

Bargains

:

:

:

:

:

t

l

FOR TWO

Only

Only

WEEKS

-

Holidays are over

stil

butyou

have to wear

SHOES

Commencing
Saturday, January 14th to Saturday, January 28th.
;

FOR HALF A CENTURY THE

LEADING

DRY GOODS HOUSE

P.O. Box 219

-

;

11 THE CITY

Phone 39

'

For this weather you need good

serviceable

WEAR.

FOOT

:

:

:

Too

You Want it Dressy Looking

'

6v

'

We have all

Styles and all Prices

Kinds-al- l

Our Specialty

FOOT

COMFORT.

John Pfleuger

f

;MCj?

j

s

j

- "if

t

j

at)

1

f

EUGENIC- - ROMERO

LUMBER & COAL YARD
Lumber and all kinds
ot building material

A

Lump, nut and
mine run coal

g

-

fw

j

-

ti w

"

"
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On Pressing Occasions
!to the bank, (2) it is usually a second-- !
transfer of stock
ary liability, ind
j to evade
the liability are difficult to
j prevent.
As Profess r Barnett points out,
with our sysiem of small seperate
banks, each .bank having a limited
number of ci stomers for loans, it is
amount loaned to
Wedding at Las Vegas. Miss Car- - well to restrj t the
wer.
The states have
loita Lopez and Juan Lucero were; a single bor
generally fofcwed the national-banmkrried at Las Vegas yesterday
law and ha limited the amount
I.
Abeyta Guilty of Assault. E. Ab-- t
that a state feank or trust company
with
of
assault
eyta was found guilty
can loan to single borrower to 10
intent to murder by a jury in the disIhe capital and surplus
The com- per cent of
trict court at Trinidad.
Certain Becured loans
of
bank.
the
A.
was
J.
Jaramillo,
plaining witness
ate usually fxcepted from this pro-an attorney.
Tbfee states
vision.
(California, when you need your clothing, or any
Blattman Wants to Be Mounted Po- Nebraska an
loans part of it, cleaned and pressed don't
forbid
Oklahoma)
liceman "Lee Blattman is a candi- to
id other states restrict
officers,
be foolish enough to try and accomdate for Mounted Policeman. A peti- such loans.
tion signed by a large number of lo
plish it yourself because you will .lose
Most stat banks, unlike national
cal people accompanies his applica-both time and temper and probably
banks, are owed to loan on real-tion." Wagon Mound Pantograph.
there ruin the garments. Better bring them
Three for the Jug. Juan Castillo. estate secutty,"in although
are
state to us and we will give you a professome
of
the
PvisioJ
Pablo Garmelo and Jose Chaviro
sional job that will thoroughly satisfy
were arrested at Albuquerque, the
ana
you in promptness, excellence
the
ED
and
two
IN
CU!
for
TO
drunkenness
PILES
6
14 DAYS.
first
concealed PAZO oiXTXiNT Is cuaranteed to cure reasonable price.
third for carrying a
case of ltd) n. llliiul, Bleeding or Pro- weapon.
They received tne custo- any
trudinK hues 6 to 14 duys or money re
sentence.
Tailor.
funded. 60c.
mary
Into being while you sing,
Crowding in a countless throng,
tongue,
Crying with a
Wooc of Orpheus, wood of Pan,
Loud you sing the soul of man.
Mama Pease, in the London Spectator.

iff

new-foun- d

Irrigation and Farm

:

:

j
j

maxe tur ih New Year i. to
The best Resolution you can
to come to Our Store for Everything you need in Hardware, because
we sell the best tools, Hardware and Implements Made.
We stand behind everything we sell with our Money and Reputation, and Make Good on Every Deal.
We wish you Prosperity and Happiness.

Work made easy by using
--

j

Farm Pump
ULXUV U UUIIMJVH Engines.

It

JC

TfiHMCHM

;

j

1

F.

FRANK

GORMLEY

l

Agent.

ninnn nxvio

If it's Hardware

HARuWARE CO.

We have it.

AND RETAIL

Screened

RATON
YANKEE

Lump

CERRILLOS

Anthracite Coal all Sizes, Sonithirg Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling.
MONTEZUMA AVENUE
Near A. T.&8.F. Depot.

Telephone

$

ood

WHOLESALE

il

k

EITIIED
1

A.

i

mstl- -

1 1 1 KS

f

j

KTn.trnx STREET, NEAR

m

S!m

-

Steam Coal.

CAPITAL COAL YARD.

85

Telephone 85

1

1

j

Wholesale
&

FLOUR, HAY, GRAIN

POTATOES and
SALT,

Retail

THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE

KI45

STOCK

FOOD.

GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA

LEO HERSCH

U'.Ke
t.-

FE- -

PHONE AC
BLACK

iiWlSM
lllir
J
ion
A

That the New Year we are just entering may be
for each and every one, a Happy New Year; a
T
UI t
year fu of jJeath and Prosperity: With thanks
for all favors shown us and hoping your New Year Resolution will be
7

I

Importing Colorado Beans 'Sixtyfive tons of beans, valued at $6,500
were shipped from Hoehne, in the
Sunflower valley, Colorado, to vari-- j
ous points in Xew Mexico. For sev- .
v. In
hia
..,t U

Julius Muralter,

j

Cor. Palace and Washington Avenues.

We hive Built Up

1

IMERNATIONAL

4

II. C. Yontz Jeweler
San Francisco St.

BBBUERSBH

has proven the most

1
It
111
ii&tU UllUlclt
piUUllUlB.
i reasurer
LOCKea up ueputy

c

"KERR'S
PLAZA BARBERSHOP

profit- -

..:

'"the deputy treasurer, Miss Porter,
was locked up in the court house last
evening by the deputy clerk, who
thought she had gone. Luckily there
was a 'phone that she could get to,
by which means she let it he known
down town that she was a prisoner,
and received help in time to get her
supper which she would undoubtedly
have lost except for the 'phone."
t Estancia Daily Herald.
WE rtNDLE LUMBER
the Cook Stove Thieves
Stole
made a clean sweep of the home of in large quiltitles and have every
a ranchman, living near modern facjty for furnishing the
A. Duran,
Thatcher, thirty miles east of Trini- very best rcfen. or dressed
dad, during his absence yesterday.
Lumber
Section hands are accused of having ;0f every deirlptlon. We are thus
broken into the place and to have j enabled to 4ke
very best prices
carried away every bit of food and or LumDer of such high grade.
furniture in me uunuing, inciuaing a We wilj D0 eased to figure on your
cook stove and a wash basin, as well contracts.
as a cake of soap. Part of the stolen
nroiierty was recovered and three
men are in the county jail. They gave

te

Will Trade With

Should be accompanied wth some little remembrance,
we still have a fine assortment of attractive, low pred
novelties suitable for the purpose.
To help entertain your callers on New Year Day, wa
have the
the sweetest sounding phonograph
made
Come in and enjoy some of this music, and look
to our attractive display of goods.

j

section

Sole Agents For

Your New Year Greeting

Charld W. Dudrow

For i9 yeart the only
first class tonsorial parlor
in Santa Fe.
OUR NEW PITCH
TREATMENT
is guaranteed to cure, (not only
relieve, Dandruff, falling hair &
other scalp irritations. We also
carry a complete line of all the
popular hair and facial tonics.
HERPiCIDE, DE LUXE QUININE

BATHS

BATHS

&

Santa Fe Trail Curio Company

LIVERY STABLE
Flno Rigs, Reliable Horses, Single
Buggies, Surries, Saddle Horses

Call up

FITCH

BATHS

When in Need of Anything in th

Agents HUBBS LAUNDRY

Phnne us. wewillbesrladtocallfor vour
aundry on Mondays and Tubsdays
and deliver on Tnursaays and Fridays
All work is guaranteed; your
socks are mended and buttons
sewed on you shirts, without
extra charge.
PHONE RED 122.

PHONB RED

'Phone 9

Livery Line. Drivers Purnished
RATES

i

Caspar

lwm

RIGHT.

CHAS. CLOSSON

13.

WM,wigBaBaAH

By Takim ZOOK'S White Pine and Tar Expectorant.
We Guarantee to relieve the Cough or money back.

ZQOEvS Pha rrraac

S Pharmacv

suits involving $i5r.4!o.:;n,
phia in 186S the National Board of!ty-eigh- t
Trade has grown to be a great pow- were recommended agaiirs' imiividu-er in the affairs of the country. Rials and corporations in Ala'u.ima. Ar- was founded upon concern for four kansas, Colorado,
Idaho,
.ouisiana,
' :on and j
great questions.
Mississippi, New Mexico.
' The
improvement of our inland Washington, for timber . 'f' dations
and interior means of transportation: upon the public domain: i.
suits!
the adoption of a uniform system for: were won, and the goven a lit I'ecov- ad-';
of
the
" measurement
grain;
i compro-- ;
ered, through judgments
Ja:,tment of the currency question iu niises in Alabama, Arkar.:
Florida
a manner which will reconcile on- - raid Michigan, $3,349.07,
'1
17,sectional
while
at
views,
the; 7 has been paid; one sni dismissed
dieting
same time promoting the welfare of in
Colorado, and In Oi'm
verdict
the whole country, and the restoration lor
defendant; five suits
aside
of the foreign commerce of the coun-- i
d lor ;,gtry from its present depressed condi-'- , patents fraudulently
and mineral !;.:.; - in Calition."

ERTAIN

nta Fe

--
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PENSION

Readers

-

BILLS

Deny.

Slowly made, surely good

j

j

BY

evi-

wiiaL coma iurmsh stronger
dence ol the efficiency of any remedy
than the test of time? Thousands of
people testify that Doan'a Kidney
Pilla cure permanently.
Home endorsement should prove undoubtedly the merit of this remedy.
Yeau ago your friends and neighbors
testified to the relief they had derived
from the use of Doan's Kidney Pills.
They now confirm their testimonials.
They say time has completed the test.
Mrs. Agrlpina D. de Gonzales, 102
Garcia St., Santa Fe, N. M., says: "In
September, 1906. I procured Doan's
back-arhKidney Pills and used them for
which had been a source of much
annoyance. In the morning when I
arose my back was so lame and painful that I could hardly stoop. I knew
that my trouble was due to disordered
kidneys and I was finally led to try
Doan's Kidney Pills, by the good re- ,
ports I heard about them. The con-of one box drove away all my
pains and I am happy to state that my;
cure has been permanent."
For sale by all dealers.' Price 50
Co., Buffalo,;
cents.
New York, sole agents for the United

ANDREWS

AGE THREJ

IWANTS
;

!

Also Claims fr,r Indian

De-

predations Committed in
the arly Days

WANTED Competf
U A. IiuKl.es.
.

FOR RENT Four
house. Apply R. H.

j

o--

cqkrciaunbests

bus?

.

J

Jib

acquir-ricultura-

cook.

u

Mrs.

room,

HamI.

FOIt RENT Rooms an I
louse 'or l.oi, (keeping. 1;

!

Two furnished n.on.s
I OK
oivthese
and k!ndr d fornia, Nevada and Ore.:
Agitation
w ith board, I "
lala'e Ave.
7r.il.
OS acres;
irig
three
irs
.!
wouj
Meeting to Be Held at Nationa questions by the prominent men
of
court
tho organization has borne mtii h through decrees
omiii'o
W A N'I'I'I) !' in.islnd rt:
Capital and at Atlanta,
inise restoring 3.r7.0!t
o!
fruit iu loth state and federal
A. '.::.
!. reasonae!
Georgia.
t'aiiior-rIt has operated most happi.; cul'iiral and timber lann
ilox 17:;.
Mim
and
nia, Louisiana
t ,vo
to promote a community of inter;
Washington, D. C, Jan. 14. Dele- an.ong the commercial bodies of ai! flits dismissed in ChIko: :a: on"
FOR RENT Six room furnished
suit dismissed in Wyott;:';
seven
gate W. H. Andrews has introduced the cities of the country.
house bst location in town. Lease
ti
annual
of
mi
Most
en
of
:ti.
the'
unlawful
the
for
suits
rings
,,f
:v to eighteen months. O
'. Watson
the following bills: To remove the
National lioard of Trade have Ik !: public domain were filed.
:::!it
Co.
in,
Cristoval
of
desertion
against,
charge
held in Washington.
The secoi.'! Colorado, one in Oregon, hi,
in
iarunez, alias Martin, formerly of nici ting was held in C'ir, inraii, and, New Mexico, and in thrt
1'IAN'O FOR SALE Gr d
nt w.
jjubbell's Independent company,
with the view of satis!';, ing the
crees have been reportc.!, restiii'ing
:i '.l.u on account of Pa'.ir,;
city,
to
and
Mounted
Volunteers,
jrexi;o
parts of the country annual o he- public domain
At j sacrifice for cash,
li! '' rrillos
issue to his widow, Mrs. Guadalupe (J. conventions following were held in
involved
parties
Martinez an honorable discharge of Richmond, Buffalo, St. Louis. New s
Ill
fines); one suit
I'liiladel-- ,
her husband from the service. Head York, Chicago, Baltimore.
two suits to de
li ial
W
IX- T E!tiirtn
the
to
Committee
and
referred
twice
Then, from forfeiture of
phia and Milwaukee.
of w:,;,
r.
'I
rec
l:ni'
right
tali'
on Military Affairs.
1879 to 1SSS they were held cniitinu-- i
'.:o::i and
oauiu nil.'d, one in North
oi
,fer- trace
Almiii, to meet
States.
Also for the secretary of the treas- ously in Washington.
in Wyoming; two s:.n
r.sa
Co..
;f
'no
reported
Remember the name Doan's and, ury to pay $2,480 to Emiliano Marti- trie renewed desire tor ti.e Huntings v. on Idaho and Oklahon.:, oneYork.
suit
in
their cities, Chicago. Louisville and
take no other.
nez, for loss of property. May 15, ISOU
These are not shot thronoh shoes that are made as
;:mi?sed. New Mexico.
and January l.", is."ti, and the court New Orleans entertained lie organiAI.K-- ".
V
The result, of criminai
'..ViKO for
'iueedere
fast
r which
as
at'i
it
zation
successively.
possible, so as to give the makers their talking chance
of claims is given purisdiction to try
v ;is the indictment of ti.n
Notice for Publication.
A
de .via':.
hoods
persons
Washhi-.-toof
choice
for
resumed
its
or-and determine the case. Read and
and
on
for
shoes
t. r
so
made
do
e.iix.iv
the
dollars;
timber
not
Department of the Interior,
quantity
trespass
issippi
possess
annual sessions, hiving found
E
i'i rs.
l.i era!
.M
V"
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M. referred to the committee on claims. regular
for
(.New
live
loir
perjury
in
character workmanship and all around shoe goodness, or Blips I'n., Wore
oi;
to
most
Also for the secretary of the treas- the national capital
December 14, 1910.
for intimidation (Alabaiii.:
venient for bringing tho
the style and satisfaction fount! in the Sir Knight, which are
Notice Is hereby given that Pascual ury to pay to Roman Moya, adminis- Convictions were bad
;ve eases
into closer and more inti te contact
lor timber trespass, one n
Vianueva, of Galisteo, N. M., who onjtrator of the estate of Pablo Moya of with the national govern
TYPEWRITERS
made pair by pair with the utmost care. All lasts, all
nt.
in
both
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The Xew Mexican is the oldest newspaper In New Mexico. It Is sent to
every postoflice in the Territory, and has a large and growing circulation
among the intelligent and progressive people of the Southwest.

PROHIBITION! STS SHOULD HEED.
The Xew Mexican (iocs not believe
that many Prohibitionists will vote
against the Coiistinirion. H thorough
ly endorses the following statement
Morning
made by tin
Albuquerque

instrument was framed.
'

The second

took to define the boundary line between New Mexico and Texas.
"If congress can at will nullify a
part of New Mexico's constitution, it
has been asked, why may not congress, if it chooses, nullify any clause
constitution
or clauses of Arizona's
and leave the remainder stand?
"'Congress has the power to amend
or nullify any portion of either of the
propsed constitution, prior to their
ratification by tliD people of the rePresident Taft,
spective territories.
in his special message on the subject
of the Texas-NeMexico boundary,
laid special emphasis on the fact that
congress had the power to legislate
on the question, inasmuch as the proposed constitution for New Mexico
had not yet been ratified by the people of that territory.
"And by the same token, congress
could, if it saw fit, lick into acceptable shape the proposed
constitution
for Arizona before its ratification by
the people uere.
"But there are two excellent reasons why congress will not interfere
or express itself in the matter until
our constitution shall have reached
that body in regular form:' There
has been no intimation from Arizona
that the people here desired a congressional revision, and congress
would be disinclined in any event to
help this territory out of the hole into which it has fallen. There is no
anxiety in congress to see Arizona
made a state. Congress is more than
statehood
pleased to see us lose
through our own mistakes.
"In view of the wording of the enabling act, it is not likely that congress will ever have occasion to express itself on the question of the
pending constitution. The document
goes to the president, first, and his
disapproval will relieve congress of
any necessity of dealing with the

ground of objection
the lack of a direct primary provision in the constitution is one that
can be easily met and answered. The
fact that the convention did not insert such a clause in the proposed
fundamental law does not mean that
Journal
the state legislature cannot pass such
A part of
temperance forces in an act as will fully
provide for dia
in
now
engaged
Xew Mexico
rect primaries. Its absence from the
PROH1B1markable tight
constitution does not, preclude its
TIOX.
presence in the pages of the statute
Hecause the constitution does not books of the state ot New Mexico.
rewould
contain prohibition, they
It hardly appears, therefore, that this
,
ject statehood, go back to territorial-ism- particular objection
is valid. The
of
where the only possible means
true theory of constitution making-accur- acy
traffic
is
high
the
liquor
regulating
plus simplicity and generallicense, or local option or legislative ity does not permit of the insertion
prohibition.
in the organic law of provisions that
Immediate prohibition or no prohi- iare distinctly and wholly
within the
bition at all, is their attitude.
province of the state legislature.
Is there any sane man who cannot This
principle is forcibly illustrated
see that these men are asking the by the elementary
proposition that
prohibitionists to sacrifice their only next to taxation machinery, election
chance of success?
machinery is the most difficult of all
Prohibition was left out of the or- governmental machinery to frame.
vote.
an
overwhelming
ganic act by
The conditions that make election
Many of those who helped vote down laws necessary are subject to such
GOOD FOR THE DRY FARMER.
constitutional prohibition were prohi- rapid change that it would be foolish
This rainy week should have probitionists. It is the height of absurd- to assume them to be static and so
a grsat blessing to the dry farved
men
beat
eleven
to
liquor
say that
ity
attempt to solve the matter once for
the majority in the convention; to say all by a permanent constitutional mer, that is, to the dry farmer who
that the vote on prohibition was con- provision. And last, but by no means has his soil prepared so that he
stored the moisture for use when the
trolled by the liquor men is flat false least, the
objection is completely dry streak comes next summer. To
hood or ignorant misstatement, lhe answered by the
fact
it
that
simple
the farmer who did not have the soil
head of the Xew Mexico
is obviously possible to have direct
League, who was present at the con- primaries without either constitution- prepared, the rain, however, was of
That some of the dry
vention, never got further than to al- al or legislative permission. For ex- no benefit.
e
to their oplege that FOURTEEN' delegates were ample, it is within the power of the farmers are
liquor men. These delegates were precinct committee of either party in portunities is indicated from the folitem in the Willard Record:
elected by the people. No one charg- precinct 29, the
city of Las Vegas, lowing
"Robert H. Harper and
ed that, the elections were unfair, and to nominate by means of direct
Louis
the prohibitionists did not have a
Rutherford,
miles
living several
northwest of Moriarty, are two of the
majority in the convention.
of
They claim they have a majority
valley farmers tvho are making good.
INCOME TAX AMENDMENT.
the people with them now.
"Mr. Harper has farmed here the
in
all
sessions
six
but
Legislative
If so, we are glad to hear it. The
of the states are scheduled for 1911 past four, seasons, and, whJJe last
Morning Journal will not object to the and
crop was not so good as usual,
nearly all open in the month year's
abolition of the saloon in New Mexi
he has not complained.
He put up
of
tax
The
income
amendJanuary.
co if the people want it.
a windmill and tank and irrigated a
faBUT WHAT GOOD IS A MAJORI ment which has met with varying
vor in the legislatures, which have patch of ground with the result that
TY GOING TO DO THE PROHIBl
he not, only raised
of vegetaTIONISTS UNDER A TERRITORIAL thus far considered it, will then be bles f6r his own useplentyalso
but
for the
decided.
GOVERNMENT?
Mr. Rutherford has only
There has not yet appeared any very market.
We would ask the prohibitionists to
farmed three seasons but he has had
great zeal for the amendment. It wat
listen to these facts:
Last year invery gjod success.
to
1909.
in
we
submitted
states
the
now
Three
can
We
if
get statehood
of
to
town
stead
and com'
coming
an
take it; we may not have the chance legislatures had
opportune, to act
about the dry weather and
again for ten years; we certainly can on the amendment that vear and only plaining on the
country he cultivanot get it from the coming congress one, Alabama, apprized of it. This knocking
with its Democratic house and Repub year South Cr ''ja, Mississippi, Illi- ted his crops with the result that he
lican senate. Rejection of this con nois, Oklahoma, Maryland and Geor- raised a sufficiency of almost everystitution means the indefinite delay of gia ratifW the amendment, but a thing to run him through the winter.
statehood, and every thinking man recent statement from Washington Both gentlemen are busy at the presknows it.
anrjitnced that up to the latter part ent time preparing their ground for
If New Mexico is admitted, the pro c. November the legislature of only next season and we predict that with
hibition majority may elect a bare three states, Illinois, South Carolina a favorable year they will raise bummajority of the legislature next fall and Maryland, have given notice to per crops."
and pass a prohibitory law which, can- the state department at Washington
of their ratification of the amendment
The first State Legislature will not
not be repealed for two years '
At the end of that two, fears the and one, Rhode Island, announced its only have to elect two United States
Senators but it will have to apportion
prohibitionists may eleje't a bare ma- rejection.
jority of the next legislature and subSeveral other states have rejected New Mexico into two Congressional
mit a prohibition intendment to the it in one or other branch of the leg- districts.
If the first legislature iB
people.
islature or refused to act. The ques- Republican it can easily divide the
It will go Jito the constitution, if tion is still open in those states and i state into equal portions making
voted for h,y only forty per cent, less may be reconsidered.
Once a state both Republican.
If it is Democraof the votes cast at the legislature files noiice with the Btate tic, it can divide the state into equal
election.
department of the decisive action by portions, of which one would be DemOnce in, the prohibition plank CAN- it on the amendment it is a
question ocratic and "the other doubtful.
NOT BE REMOVED by less than a that has never been settled whether
s
of
the
majority
legislature subsequent notification by a later legHidden Water, a novel by Dane
FOR EIGHT YEARS; and should the islature of the same state of a dif
Coolidge, printed by A. C. McClurg &
a re- ferent decision on the amendment Co., has' its scene laid on
liquor men gain this
the boundpeal must still be voted on by the can nullify or defeat the first action
ary between New Mexico and Arizon:;
people.
which had been formally put on rec- and is a tale that tells of the perenThe
votes ord.
prohibitionist who
,.. ,
nial struggle between cowboys and
this constitution
a
is
against
New Mexico and Arizona will soon
sheepherders for the water that comTRAITOR TO THE CAUSE OF PRO- be states and the
concurring approval mands the range. Interwoven is a
HIBITION. He is voting to deliber- of thirty-sistate legislatures is neces love tale and much
action
vigorous
ately sacrifice his only chance of suc- sary to make the income tax amendone that shoulj find
cess.
ment a part of the constitution. Sev and the story is
many readers in the Southwest.
Because he has lost the first round en state
legislatures have ratified the
in the constitutional convention, HE amendment. Some others have shown
New Mexico raises a whole lot of
IS VOTING TO SURRENDER AND themselves in favor of it, but have
STOP THE FIGHT.
not ratified it in complete and order beans, but it cannot supply the home
tons were shipped
This newspaper, in fighting for the ly fashion. They will have a chance demand. Sixty-fivadoption of this constitution by an to amend their action if they choose into this territory from Las Animas
county, Colorado, only this week.
overwhelming majority, is fighting to.
FOR PROHIBITION;
the men who The result of the last election has The strange part is that more beans
Vote against this constitution are probably improved the chances of the can be Taised here to the acre and
VOTING AGAIXST PROHIBITION.
amendment receiving the indorsement cheaper in New Mexico than in ColoSTATEHOOD AND STATEHOOD of a sufficient number of state legis rado and sold at the Colorado price
the freight.
ALONE IS A MENACE TO THE SA- latures since generally
speaking it plus
LOON EVIL IN NEW MEXICO.
finds more favor with Democrats than
If you, Mr. Prohibitionist, fight witn itepublicans.
Salem, the sleepy old capital of
The adoption of
statehood, you are giving aid and com- the amendment will not, of course, Oregon in 1900 with 4,258 inhabitants
fort to the enemy. There is no mid- give us a federal income tax. It only or 1,400 less people than Santa Fe
dle ground.
gives Congress indisputably the pow- had in 1900, is given 14,094 people by
er to levy one should the national en the 1910 census, a gain of 350 per cent.
That is the kind of growth that will
MERELY AN AFTERTHOUGHT.
gineers make it necessary to seek come
to Santa Fe the next ten years
A German proverb says that "fore- revenue from this source.
if the Constitution is approved next
thought, is better than after thought".
Several of the opponents of the conSaturday.
COLD COMFORT.
stitution are beginning to discover
Arizona radicals take much com
After electing an
things that they would like to have fort in a telegram signed by Senator
candidate to the governorship, the
wiitien in the constitution, but which LaFolette and six other
insurgent
benot to complain
no cue, even the radical members of
senators, representing the entire In Texans ought
the convention ever thought of at the surgent strength in the United States cause booze flows freely at the inautime the convention was in session. senate, which says: "The under- gural ceremonies. Whenever Demo
Says the Las Vegas Optic on this sub- signed wish to assure you that the crats unite with Prohibitionists, it is
a union of Expediency not of
ject:
features of the Arizona constitution,
"One objection to the proposed orthe
referparticularly
initiative, the
ganic law is based upon the
endum and the recall will receive our
Rio Arriba county had been classed
sence from that instrument of 'direct
hearty support," And yet, it is as as doubtful by the friends of state'direct
and
primaries
legislation,'
cheerless a piece of demagogery as hood but after the
Die 'advisory
selection
vigorous campaign
of United could be
perpetrated to fool a patient this week headed by Chairman H. O.
States senators.' The third of these
The Arizona constitution Bursum of the territorial
people.
Republican
objections is practically new. It was will not reach tLe
session of central committee and his party, it
supported by no considerable advoc- congress, for two present
The
reasons:
can be safely put down for 500 if not
good
acy either before the constitutional election for
its approval is held too '1,000 majority for the constitution
convention met or during its sessions.
The people, in other words, late and even if it were not, Presi- and statehood.
would
disapprove it
did not appear to be interested in dent Taft
They take their wooing seriously
this matter to the point of making and that would be the end. of it. The
Arizona Republican sets this forth under Italian skies.
The
Italian
any demand for it. It would seem,
placed under $2,000 bond in New
therefore, regardless of the intrinsic clearly when It says:
"Some people in Arizona have be-sYork today because he cut the throat
worth of measure in question, that
n advocating it now the Democratic puzzled by the bill introduced in con- of the girl he loved when he proposed
convention is finding fault with the gress, at the suggestion of President the twentieth time, no doubt thinks
proposed constitution at this time Taft and passed on Tuesday nulli- this a funny country where the
for lacking elements that were ap- fying that clause of New Mexico' course of true love is thus interruptparently not desired at the time the proposed constitution which under- ed by the authorities.
:
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WASHINGTON AVENUE
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HAS A ROOM FOR YOU.
WHEN IN TOWN GIVfi US A CALL.
It is centrally located on the
FREE SAMPLE ROOM.
plaza Steam heated with hot
and cold water and a bath can
be had when wanted.
SPACIOUS LOBBY FOR
THE ENTERTA1MENT OF
GUESTS.

Prices European Plan, $1.00
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Practice In the District Courts as
well as before the Supreme Court of
-

Proprietor.

1--
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Replevin Writ 4 sheet
Replevin Affidavit 4 sheet
Peace Proceedings, Complaint
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sheet

Warrant
sheet
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Attachment Affidavit,
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Attachment Bond, 4 sheet
Attachment Writ 4 sheet
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1-- 4

New Mexico
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1-- 4
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A. B. Renehan
E. P. Davlet
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4

sheet.
Execution,
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4
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2
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Arthur Seligman. Mr. and Mrs. H. V.
Moulton, Secretary Nathan Jaffa and
SOCIAL AND PERSONAL
Theodore N. Espe.
The Fifteen (!::!) m, t yesterday at
home of the Missi s Massie. Mrs. j
the
ENLIGHTENMENT.
L. Bradford I'rimv presided.
Mrs.
I was so dull, the whole wide earth
Marsh read a papi-- on "The Glorispread gray,
A
story of the Santa
And all the hirds were quiet, and the eta Campaign."
Trail was then read by Mrs. Wood j
Fe
spring
"Was meaningless,
and time was and Current Kvct.'.s closed the pro--!
i(:C al
Sunny Monday is
gram. The nex' meeting, January
overtone
for
ll.'naJs
washing
r.nc of Mrs. Marsh soap
I'nMl a little god paused on his way 2". will be at the
woolens and liner f abri' s. be
Across the world to beg companion- - with Mrs. Rapp pi siding.
Alfred Rolls
ing,
ra'( d his twelfth cause it contains no re:-- 1 ncl
And through the silence runs a won- - l.irthday antiirei "V Ti::'s'(!;i.y with there is absolatch no ti :
!a party at the
drous song!
of his parents,
it 'caver rem
Dr. and Mrs. J.
Ro'ls. on Palace of shrinking;
Now I am wise and every barren avenue.
Games
ere
with as soft and iiecy ; s tiuv
p hived
true childlike ar.i and refreshments
place
originally.
Breaks into bloom. I hear Hie birds added not a litt!. 'I make the oeca-:- .
In ridditini
?his,
The invited
rejoice,
sjon a pleasant
.'iny
And spring speaks whispered words guests were Mifliessadine Ow?n, MoncVy Laundry Soai?
to me ajjjiit,
Ruth Safford. Ec "'i- Seligman,
tains i marvelov.s drt-- s t ter
For I have seen the comfort of love's mie Hayward ar.'l
Bergere; w hie : ives time nnd rui
face.
JOtis Seligman, I' "'invst Lord. John
And I have known the music of love's Walter. Frank (i
is wear and tt on
Harold Hamill as vc
voice,
and Jack Knapp
clothes.
And I have felt the beating of love's
Mrs. Anthony lio weiler of Taos,
heart.
'BANK COMPANY
and Mr and Mrs Meatman and two THE N. K.
Charlotte Becker in the NV.v York children of Clncim iti, Ohio, are
Sun.
at the Sanitarium.
SAN ANTONIO IS CHANGING
P. McNulty, manager of the propJ.
ITS SKY LINE.
Morton C. Miller of Capitol Hill, is
erties of American Turquoise comSan
Jan. if. The
Antonio,
Texas,
ill.
critically
reported
pany, fourteen mil's south of Santa building era which began in this city
F. D. Duquene, a business man of Fe jg
few
a
town.
in
days
spending
a few years ago,
Itself in
Los Angeles, is at the Claire.
Tne Passion Play," vividly pro- - steel and concrete repeating
has
sKyscrapers,
Mr. and Mrs. John Lucero of Las duced by means 01 soul stirring
continued for the past two years at
are visitors in the city.
oramic stereopticon pictures at the a $3,000,000 clip annually. By this efJ. E. Fernandez, of Colmor, Colfax Presbyterian church last night, was fort thA
Rfcvlinp nf thA eitv hfla hpr.n
osunty, is at the Coronado hotel.
greeted and enjoyed by a full house. !very materially challged by an almost
R. E. Curry, the well known hard-- A11 the character? were maimifled to
continuous array of tall buildings
ware dealer of Denver, is at the Pal-ufsize upon the canvass beautifully which stretch across the business disace'
illuminated, and as the views were trict westward for a half a mile from
rtmuou, um:Ke,er came over irom!Bh
a vivld aml most lnteresting the Federal building. Already indica
Cowles, on the upper Pecos last eve
description was given by Charles E. tions point to a continuation of this
ning.
Linney, the stereopticon being man- - building effort in 1911 with the same!
Adjutant General A. S. Brookes has
uy uwcn wuuu. jmg ioucu' virility that has characterized the
returned from an official trip to Las lpuiaieu
,ng drama on the ljfr of Chrigt ,g pr0. past few years.
Cruces.
duced only once in ten years in Ober
Albert Schultz. of Virginia, repreAnvmergau, Bavaria, and people go
NOVEL PROTECTOR.
school
supply concern, is at from all over "the world to see it. It
senting a
the Palace.
is a survival of the mystery plays, or
"Mrs. Gladys Kelley left yesterday
religious dramas, which were in full
Fe."
Santa
for
Estancia
evening
vogue during the Middle Ages in GerDally Herald.
and EngThe Wallace club is meeting this many, France, Italy, Spain
which resembled the Pas- afternoon at the home of Mrs, Chas. land, and
tores annually given at Santa Fe,
A. Wheelon.
San Antonio and oilier places. Old
F. D. Petershagen of Kansas City,
folks and children especially, greatly
Mo., who is interested in prison work,
enjoyed the entertainment last night
a 5nn !i
victnr
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N. B. IAUGHLIN,
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For Rent
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NI8HED,

AND STORE

MODERN RESIDENCES

BUILDINGS,

CaIo
oaie
O

C- -

CITY LOTS AND IMPROVED PRO-F- n
PERTY, FRUIT AND ALFALFA RN-ru- r
CHES AND LARGE UN IMPROVED
TRACTS, ALSO AN A I STOCK RANCH
IN THE PECOS VALLEY

WATSON

s

COMPANY

&

j

(C. A, BISHOP.)
19 San Francises St.

Pnone. Red 80. 189
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Whilp
Millie 1UU
CALL
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Why not be confortable?

ivp

Our Furniture Will Make

You

-

So

The Fine Display of Brass Bed- - CALL
?teads. RU2S and Parlor Suits.
also have some Paints, calsomine and other
things useful to make the House Beautiful,

rr

'

Furniture Co.

Akers-Wagne- r

EXPERT EM BALMERS

FUNERAL

&

i

DIRECTORS.

111

A, B.RENKHAN

GF,0. M. KINSELL.

President,

SANTA FE ABSTRACT.

E, P. DAVIS.
Secy-Trea-

t.

REALTY

s

Mrs. B. M. Thomas Issued invita-- 11 waB
of the
tions to a card party to be given the Christian Endeavor Society
the
church, and was
Presbyterian
19.
Thursday, January
entertain-thi- s
of ,lke
serles
a
of
first
The Saturday Card club is meeting
ents which the
proposes to
afternoon with Mrs. R. P. Ervien
from time to time during the
tf
at her home on Capitol street.
The sucess of
F. S. Donnell. the Boston financier, next few months.
the
encouraged
ho rot,,m0H frnm a trtn to tho pastllast night greatly
and is registered at the Palace hotel. movers in this work to interest the
Former Governor M. A. Otero is ex- young people, and it ia hoped that
in
pected back this evening from Taos these entertainments will result
county where he has been on a state-it- ; great good.

J. B. HAYWARD
Manager.

THIJ CITY.

WE PROPOSE To CLEAN UP ALL 0DD5 AND
WE REALIZE, HOWEVER, THAT THE
ENORJVOU.5 VALUED WE GIVE HERE WILL
SERVE TO REINFORCE T HE GENERAL CONVICTION THAT THI.5 JTcRE 1,5 THE PRICE
MAKER. ON .STANDARD VALUE
SALE LAT-- "ONE WEEK ONLY"
-2
TWO PIECE "JET SKVG"
WOOL WEIGHT, JOFT ME R
FINISH, ti. 25 REGULAR. PRICE
END-S- .

5

1-

CEP-12-ED

SVTS,
60 PER CENT WooL

OUR 3E.ST

EACH

C

LEADER,

.SOFT VELVET
FINIJH NICE WEIGHT REGULAR
PRICE $2.25 TO CLoJE OUT - $2.50 SUIT
UNION .SUIT.S COTTON RIBBED
MEDIUM WEIGHT GOOD VALUE AT
65C. WILL CLo.SE OUT AT - 60C.
UNION .SUIT.S THAT HAVE BEEN
BE JT
THE
SELLER J MEDIUM
WEIGHT .SOFT FINISH, CUT FULL,
.SPLENDID VALUEJAT$1.25WILL

- - AT
l.Oo
BOY S AND GIRL.S .SANITARY FLEECE LINED
MEDIUM WEIGHT 2 PIECE .5UIT.S NICE AND
WARM ANDGUARANTEED To WEAR WITH
PERFECT .SATISFACTION. ON THESE GooDJ
WE PROPOSE TO OFFER THE MOST REMARKABLE BARGAINS WE HAVE EVER PUT
OUT. AGE 3 TO 9 THE PRICE IS NOW 15C.
A GARMENT, AND ABOVE THAT AGE 25C.
THESE GOODS ARE ACTUALLY WORTH
DOUBLE THE PRICE WE ARE ASKING.
OUR
WINTER JUST STARTED IN, NOW IS THE
TIME To LAY IN A SUPPLY

CLO.SE

W. Townsend & Co.
THE PRICE MAKER

SANTA FE, N.

M.

so-ie- ty

prepare ABSTRACTS OF TITLE. We write.
FIRE, TORNADO. PLATE GLASS, LIFE & ACWe draw LEGAL
CIDENT INSURANCE.
PAPERS, attend to RENTS. & COLLECTIONS,
LOAN and PLACE MONEY for clients.
We can secure a desirable TENANT or PURCHASER for your property.
We respectfully solicit your business,
JOSEPH B. HAYWARD, Manager,
Room 19 Catron Block Santa Fe, N, M Tel Black 76

NEW YEAR ALMOST ARRIVED

j

od tour.
E. P. Craig,

representing a Chicago
publishing house was a caller today
on Superintendent of Public Instruo

and we f.till have line in the City
of Toys and Fancy Goods

'

FOR NEW YEAR PRESENTS

When the air becomes full of danSpread.
for the humble pedestrian, he will
ger
As an expression of esteem for Mrs have to wear a mirror
in front to pro
fellow
as
Burbank
tect himself.
tion J. E. Clark.
Turley and Mrs.
George P. Davison, of Louisville; teachers, and in appreciation of their
Max Klein of Denver, and William efficient work in the Santa Fe PubA Trultm.
McGinnis of Chicago, are traveling
lic School a dainty spread was tendThis brief deduction here of mtn
men registered at the Palace.
Experience defends:
A many reputations has
Adjutant General Brookes was in ered them by the teachers of the
A man as he has friends.
on
his
School
Albuquerque yesterday
way public school at the High
-- Life.
back from Las Cruces where he infrom
afternoon
building yesterday
"
spected the New Mexico National four to six.
Guard.
Enlightened.
At the appointed hour Mrs. Turley
District Attorney Alexander Read
"Old chap, what does 'cachinnatlon'
were
escorted
Burl
ank
Mrs.
and
by mean?"
of Farmington, San Juan county, ar-- !
rived in the city last night on legal Professor and Mrs. Wood to a
"Loud and mirthless laughter, dear
He is at the Montezuma tion room which had been transform- - boy. Why!"
hotel.
ed into a dining room for the occa"Nothing; only I understand now
with what the papers meant when they
There will be an important meeting sion, and prettily decorated
of Stephen Watts Kearny Chapter, D. green by members of the senior class, said that my stories at the club ban- A. R., at the residence of Mrs. L.
As the dining room door was lut Jat night caused much cachin-throwBradford Prince on Monday afternoon
RED
PALAOB,
open, the guests were wel- - nation.'
IOC
VAWSBT 130
at 3 o'clock.
AVE
corned by the strains of an appropri-Hon. B. F. Pankey, delegate in the ate
PICTURE FRAmiltiG TASTEFULLY
AND SATISFACTORILY
DONE.
chorus rendered by the assem-yua u.ual Wav
constitutional convention and ranch bled teacherB.
"Boston
claims the strongest and
owner
and booster for
Santa
The table was artistically decorat - most athletic young girl in the coun- Fe county, was in the city today visof try. She is six feet tall and a
ed with candles and strings
giant
iting friends.
In strength."
Traveling Auditor Charles V. Saf- hearts. The place cards, the work of
"Yes, and It's dollars to doughnuts
ford left this forenoon for San Juan Miss Grygla, were unique caricatures
Whenever you want an easy shave
As good as barriers ever pave.
of the teachers, and were a source of she calls some little shrimp of a man
Satwhere
vote
he
will
county
next
call
on
me
salon
at my
Just
her hero and protector."
At morn or eve or busy noon
urday and between now and then much enjoyment to all present.
I'll curl and dress the hair with grace
some
in
McGibbon
for
constiMiss
licks
the
put
good
gracefully presided
I'll suit the contour 'your face,
My razor sharp and c isorskeen,
tution and statehood.
at the chafing dish and Miss Boyle
A to Voices.
My sIiod Is neat and towelsare clean
Peter A. M. Lienau, deputy insur- - with dignity at the coffee urn.
And everything I think you'll find
"The trouble with most of our.
To suit the taste and please the nilndance commissioner of the territory,
Covers were laid for sixteen, and statesmen Is that they are unable to
will leave tomorrow for Pierre,
menu of crpamed oysters, olives, hear the voice of the people."
FIRST CLASS BATH ROOM
"No, you're wrong. They can hear
capital of South Dakota, on official bread and buttPP Banawlcrjes, cake,
business.
He will go via Denver and coffee and
the voice of the people, all right, but
miutg wag BerveL
Aberdeen and return via Kansas City.
.
the voices of the party bosses are
,
th" more
fe" hfcd'
"Mrs. Bardshar left on No. 1 today
positive."
BARBER SHOP
Phelps to
ring and
for Cherry Creek, Art., where she was
button
of
the
called by a telegram announcing the pen,n' btut th,e fifnd,er
247 San Francisco StSanta Fe, N M
be
Desperate.
serious. Illness of her sister, Miss Jo-- !
"My brother has just written a
other than Mrs. Turley
The
De
guests,
Kuhn."
Mound
sephine
Wagon
American Druggists
Syndicat- eand Mrs. Burbank, were Mrs. J. A poem which he thinks will outlive
Premium remedies are not patent me Pantagraph.
him," said the man in the newspaper
Mrs. J. B. Merston, daughter of Wood and Mrs. Newhall.
office.
dicines, every premium remedy guar Justice Jose Maria Garcia, has re- - TrrrrrrrT-rrrrrr''r-T- r"It certainly will If he brings It in
anteed as represented or your money turned to her home in Glenwood,
NOT AN EXPERIMENT.
here 1" said the fighting editor Yonk- Prom
hack. A. D. S.
and Iowa, after spending a few days visPaint Lick, Ky. Mrs. Mary Free srs Statesman.
TAOS cold tablets are cough remedy
BARRANCA
unexcelled, get them iting relatives and friends in this man, of this place, says: "Before I
"What are you looking bu sufprMea
city. Mrs. Merston is much pleased commenced to take Cardui, I suffered
Meets Both North South now, they cost no more than the with
and
thoughtful about?"
new home.
her
I
so much from womanly trouble!
inferior kind. Sold only by the Ca
"I met a man yesterday who praised
Bounds Trains.
M. A. Ortiz will leave Monday for was so
weak that I was down on my
Trinidad where he will remain until back nearly all the time. Cardui has me np to the skies."
Leaves Barranca on the arrival ot pital Pharmacy.
"Is that surprising!"
the end of the week, returning to done me more good than any medicine
the north bound train and arrives at
"When you consider the fact that
Santa Fe to vote for the constitution. I ever took in
.
Taos at 7 p. m.
I can't posha didn't want to borrow any money
to
Then
to
will
California
he
go
spend sibly praise it too highly." You need
Ten miles shorter than any other
three months in a lower altitude as not be afraid to take Cardui, it is no I think It Is."
way. Good covered hack and good
he is suffering with a nervous trouble. new
experiment. For fifty years, it
teams.
Yesterday was Major R. J. Palen's has been found to relieve headache,
Tough on Consumers.
P
50
and as is their backache, and similar womanly trouTiling
"I thought you said the cost of liv
birthday
anniversary
Gccnfoxtotble.
saxigex
enof gentle-acting- ,
bles.
ing was coming down?"
Successors to Stripling-Burrow- s
& Co. usual custom he and Mrs. Palen
Composed
"That was the prediction made."
tertained Informally last night in hon herb Ingredients. Cardui builds up
or of the event. Those present were the strength, preventing much unne- "Well, It must have been a mistake. According to a story from
If you went anything on earth try Governor and Mrs. W. J. Mills, Mr. cessary-jmin- .
Try it for your troubles,
II you want anything on eartn try
Louisiana, the latest quotation for
and Mrs. R. P. Ervien, Mr. and Mrs. today.
a New Mexican Want Ad.
a New Mexican Want Ad.
widow's Jtisses Is $500 apiece."

Everything at bottom prices. Everybody
is invited to call and examine them.
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TABLE MINERAL WATERS.

SANTA FE BOTTLING WORKS.

n

j

SELIGMAN DRY GOODS

soft eeins

recita-busines-

i

- - 7f

-

SPECIAL PRICE

UNION

'

We

RITO

.STANDARD HIGHGRADE LADIES AND
CHILDRAN 3 FALL AND WINTER UNDERWEAR
AT PRICEJ HERETOFORE UNHEARD OF IN

1

& INSURANCE AGENCY.

MULLIGAN &

Underwear Sale

ISMtb

from Si tared

CLARENDOiN
GARDEN
R. V.BOYLK

CLAREHDON

Mgr.

PODLTRI

wer.

HENRY KRICK,

RIPE FRUIT

lrettr

NOW

CUT FLOWERS, WEDEtfKC
BOUQUETS, and FUNERAL

DESIGNS.

YARDS

FRESH LAID EGGS everyday
lure bred barred Plymootb Rocks and White Wyandottes. Cblcktin
are yarded In the orchard under the trees and fed on clean wholesome food

only, No chance of Tuberculosis ccerxus nor Ptomaine polBonlng.
A FKW FAT HENS FOR KAT1NU.

thea

-

i

T. W. ROBERT S
O.K.

,PJeB'
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WOOD'YS HACK LINE
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my-life-

THE CAPITAL

icnt Isiki
Eiy
FARE --TT S5.00

BLANKS.

.

'

PHARMACY

DAY

our

Printed and for sale

Township Plata, full sheet
General Blanke.

I

by New

Meil -

j

Bond for Deed.
sheet
Bond of Indemnity,
sheet
Mex.
Bond, Genera! Form,
sheet
of
Proof, Testimony
Claimant,
Certificate ot Marriage, 75 per dos.
full sheev
Official Bond,
sheet
Desert Land Entry, Declaration ot
Notice of Sale Under Foreclosure
sheet
full
Applicant,
of Mortgage, full sheet
Deposition of Witness.
sheet
Application for License.
sheet
Retail Liquor License.
sheet
sheet.
Final Proof.
2
Notice of Conveyai.ce,
sheet.
Contest Notice,
sheet
Certificate of Election, - sheet
fi 1 weet.
Yearly Proof.
Report of the Assessors, full sheet
Affidavit to be filed before contest.
sheet.
Deed, City of Santa Fe,
2
sheet
Deed, City of Santa Fe, full sheet
Affidavit ot Contest Against
Application for Marriage License,
sheet.
sheet
Entryman,
CertlScate of Birth. 4 sheet.
Notice of Intention to make final
Certificate of Desth,
sheet.
sheet
proof,
Butchers'
sheet
Additional Entry,
Shinplng Notices,
sheet
320 Homestead Entry,
'
Promissory Notes 25c per pd
sheet
Receipts, 25c per pad.
Small Holding Proof, Affidavit of ApCost Bond,
sheet
pllcant, full sheet
Letters of Guardianship,
sheet
sheet
Relinquishment,
Guardian's Bond and Oath,
sheet
sheet
Township Plats,
can Printing Company,

2

Santa Fe. N.

2

1-- 2

2

2

1-- 2

2

2

2

Non-Reslde-

2

2

1--

2

2
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-

j

4
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4

t ectrc Service

WIRE UP THOSE DARK PLACES

j

we ate Agents

For Electric Irons, Broilers,
Cleaners and Wash Tubs.

Santa Fe Water

AND

V"1

and See
them in

Light Company

4

j

Opetation

1-- 2

1-- 2
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married vcmr.r.'3 hauniness is
wi.uor.r.
she
complete
t'uldren;
yearns with ti.a cuer lonsiuss of
her nature for tho joy? of motherhood.
But weivtau who bear children
should prepare for the cowing of
"oaby by properly coring for their
13llVSir.nl Kvrmc
s,
HTl,,!,.',.
ia the expectant mother's greatest hel;i. It is a remedy which prepares tha
muscles and tendens for the unusual strain, rendors tlie ligaments supple ani
clastic, aids ia expanding the skin a.id flesh fibres, and strengthens all the
membranes and tissues. It is
valuable
the breasts are trouble- some from swelling
congestion, and its regular use will lessen the pain
ana aan.-fewhoa me iit'le or.o
conies. Women who use Brother's
Friend are assured of parsing its
crisis with snfety. It is fcr sale a1,
drug stores. Write for free bock
for expectant nr...
BUADrm.D 7.i:.:;:;:.ATcrt co.,
Atoi'-a-,
Ca.
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Cathedral.

esri
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charge.
St. John's Methodist Episcopal.
htimiay school 9:4a a. m. Dr. C 0.
Harrison, superintendent.
Preaching
11 a.
m.
Subject "Reconciliation."
Epworth League services at G:4." p.
m.
Melvin
Duulavy,
president
Preaching at 7:30 p. m. Subject,
"Well, Come and See." A hearty welcome to all. B. P. Summers, pastor.
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SHIP YOUR FREIGHT

The Best Route

G

East or West

EAST OR WEST

..

ri

i

use the

?T

soioX T

o,I

-- V'

DEPOT

LVA

I,

CHICAGO,

steady to weak. Bulk $7.73 7.80;
heavy $7.80tf 7.83; puckers and butchers $7.757.85; light $7.7o7.80.
Sheep
Market
Receipts none.
steady.

report

LOOK FOR THE BEE HIVE

On the package when you buy Fo
4(f41-- 2
per cent;
lii;
Amalgamated ley's Honey and Tar for coughs and
Atchison
11G;
103; colds. None genuine without the Bee

6::

Sugar

;

cific 116
Steel 7(!5-8- ;

Union
Pacific 1751-2- ;
pfd. 1 IS
GRAIN, PORK, LARD AND RIBS.
Chicago, Jan. 14. Wheat May

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Not Coal.)
(06872
Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.

101-1--

July

Corn

96

May 49

Oats
Pork
Lard
Ribs

July

May 10.05; July

9.971-2-

May

January 7, 1911.
Notice is hereby given that Adelal-dMartinez, of Santa Fe, N. M., who,
on July 10, 1905, made homestead
for W
entry No.
NW

July 50

34
May 18.97

May

o

34
.

8391-0687-

10.02

W

Hi

1

2

SW

Section 24, Township 14 N., Range 11 E., N. M. P.
Meridian, has filed notice of intention
to make final five year proof, to es
tablish claim to the land above described, before the register or receiver, TJ. S. land office, Santa Fe, N. M..
Receipts on the 23d day of February, 1911.

WOOL MARKET.
St. Louis, Jan. 14. Wool unchanged; territory and western
mediums
21(?i2:!; fine mediums 1719; fine 12
1.

LIVESTOCK.
Chicago. Jan. 14. Cattle
o00.
Market steady. Beeves $4.85
7.10; Texas steers $4.255.50; western steers $4.65 6.10; stackers and

2

Claimant names a switnesses:
Octabiano Rodriguez, Jose Ynez
Manzanares, Hilario Garcia, Juan B.
Martinez, all of Santa Fe, N7 M.

feeders $3.S.r,5.90; cows and heif"
j)6.50; calves $7.5O10.
MANUEL B. OTERO,
Market
Receipts 12 000.
Register.
mixed
steady.
Light $7.70 7.95;
$7.70fe7.95; heavy $7.707.95: rough
When buying a cough medicine for
$7.707.80; good to choice heavy children bear in mind
that Chamberbulk lain's
$7.807.95; pigs $7.408.05;
Cough Remedy is most effect$7.75Li7.90.
ual for colds, croup and whooping
Market
Sheep
Receipts 1,500.
cough and that it contains no harmNative
steady.
$2.50i;4.50; western ful
drug. For sale by all dealers.
$2.654.45:
yearlings
$4.605.75;
lambs native $4.75(ft6.55;' western $3
ers S2.i
Hogo

6.45.

Kansas City, Jan. 14. Cattle
ReMarket unchanged.
ceipts 100.
Hogs
Market
Receipts 3,000.
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MAK TEL.
for
other, but send
soaIciI. Tt
lUuatmtil hoolt itamp
full nartlcnlars and directions tn. 1SiI..'m,..-ialnahlA to larltrai. M A I; V I.'. I. n.
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CHICHESTER S PILLS
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Stamp, not over 2 2 Inches ong
Each additional line on same stamp, 10o.
One-lin- e
inches long
Stamp, over 2 2 and not over 3
Each additional line on stamp, 15
One-linand not over S Inches lon
Stamp, over 3
Each additional line on same stamp, 20c.
One-I'n- e
Stamp, over 5 Inches long, per Inch
Each additional tine, same srlce.
(Curved lines on Stamp count as two lines.)
Borders of all shapes, under 3 Inches long way, 25c extra.

Wfi.

r,

15

One-lin- e

2.

2

e

ZSe,

Larger sizes at proportionate prices.

v

11

-

Jll

WHEN YOU FIND YOURSELF WRITING THE 8AME THINO
FREQUENTLY IN THE COURSE OF YOUR BUSINESS, REMEMBER A RUBBER STAMP WILL SAVE YOU A GREAT
DEAL OF TIME.
BUSY PEOPLE ARE USING RUBBER
6TAMPS MORE NOW THAN EVER BEFORE BECAUSE THEY
AVE TIME, AND TIME IS MONEY THESE DAY8

ti.

,
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Remember the name, Foley's
Great Northern pfd. 124
Xew York Hive.
Honey and Tar and reject any substi110
Central
Reading -- 155
Northern Pacific 117
Southern Pa- tute. Sold at Capital Pharmacy.

ft'

-

'

mercantile paper
Mexican
dollars

.

Shortest Line to Denver,
Colo. Springs and Pueblo

r

COfWJir,

MONEY AND METALS.
New York, Jan. 14. Lead and copper
Silver
nominally
unchanged;
at
Call money nominal;
Prime

EUGENE A.
F.&P.
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ASK FOR TICKETS

Paso

IflaHLIUiU

The regular retail price of these tires is
5i) far Pair, but to ititmdtue tcf

iQ

'i,"

26th-L'7t-

u

a sample ONLY
Tince
I llllaW TO INTRODUCE, pair

lUA

t

11

iorrance, Thence

Ai

M

FUflCTORE-PrtOO- F

...
'

three-quarter- s

-

nt

SeIlyouast:pUpairsjr$t.6Jcashzvah&rder$4jj)t
KO MC-HTROUBLE FROM PUHSTURES
i
v
t
;
i
Ik i i
'
NAlx-S- ,
f 'f
- acks or Class will not let the tW
.
V ,
L
airouU S sty thousand pairs old last year. V'1 'W"fc''Vi.Wirf
i
iii
4
"
J
Over two li iudred thouiand pai.s now ia use. y
jfiaril
.
"
''ES?f.nt7WrMa.lciaallsii!es ..It if lively L
fc
1
.
,
amiea vriiiine.vervtluraWeamlliiK'tliiisiilewi'.ii
limiii
T
a snecvtl
or rubber, wlii. h never becomes I
aK;!'
an j tvhich closes up small punctures without allowpor alls
Notice
the
thick rnbher tre I
tli-- j nir
satis---dc- u
of
trora
letters
hutxireds
have
We
oescaie.
ing
MA ' ami
puneturu strips 'H '
.toiiijrsstating that their tires liaveonly been pumped
and
aiao rim strip "ii"
l or- twice in a whole season. They wcih no more than
iipoiu
to
ritn cutting. This
prevent
a .lord 'ia- ytire, the puncture resistinjrqualitie.s being given
will outlast any other
tire
liy several layers of thin, specially prepared fabric on the
make-SO- FT,
KLAM'IO and
tread. Ttieregularpriceof these tires is 1.50 per pair, but for
liASii HIKING.
a" verte.i.tr purposes we are making a special fectorvprice to
is
same
We
of
letter
rider
received.
orders
All
tie
shipped
day
only $4.80 per pair.
ship C. O. T). on
You do not i.ay a cent until 3 011 have examined and found them strictly as represented.
anprovtl.
We v; 11 allow a cash .liseoiint of 5 per cent (thereby making: the price &4.55 per pair) if you
You run no risk in
send I ULL CASH WITH OUDKI1 aud enclose this advertisement.
sending us an order a9 the tires may be returned at Ot'K expense if for any reason they are
not satisfactory on examination. We are perfectly reliable and money sent to us is as safe as in a
bank. If you order a pair of these tires, you will find that they will ride easier, run faster,
wear better, last longer and look liner than anv Hire vou have ever used or seen at any price. We
know that you will be so well
that when you want a bicycle you will give us your order.
"We want you to seud us a trial order at once, hence this remarkable tire offer,
don't
buv aay kind at anv price until you send for a pair of
ffMCSTO
TSVIr
pir
flffft
tires on approval aud trial at
IT Wfjtii ISE-BLIt- J
Hedgethorn Puncture-Proo- f
the special introductory price quoted above; or write for our big Tire and Sundry Catalogue which
describes aud quotes all makes and kinds of tires at about half the usual prices.
uut write us a potal today.
NOT THINK OF BUYING a bicycle
JtfflT" tflrV8fT
vvi-u- i
or a pair of tires
av
from anvone until you know the new and wonderful
mau
offers we are making. It ouly costs a postal to learn everything. Write it NOW,
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,anl"-- nd
after Epi- Sunday
phany. Sunday school at 9:45 a. m.
Morning prayer and sermon, 11 a.
m. There will be no
evening service.
minister-iu--

EA(

A RIDER AGENT?"
"Rner"

mWII

Episcopal.

'James Qrattan Mythen,

iAjSTED--

di:
ample Latest Model
bicycle furnished bjr us. Our agents every
rue jor juu particulars and iftctal efftr at imce.
"."..
joa.iis
NO MONE V
of your bicycle,
IKfcD until you receive and
to anyone, anywhere in the U. S. without a cent drtoiiiapprove
in advance,
fr,
allow TEN U.US' FREE TKIAL dming hkn time you may trrtay
ride the b
.
put it to any t. st yoa wish. If you are thet. not perfectly satisfied or do noi
keep the bicycle ship it back to us at our expense and jrtw ?' nor be out one cent.
FAPTnR V PRIfiF We '"mish the h.jrhest grade bicycles it is possible to make
mal1 Irout above actual factory cost. You save .a
HUI""'i
to f 2S middlemen profit! by bujinf- - direct of us and have the manufacturer's guarantee bemud your bicycle.
NOT I1UI a bicycle or a pair of tires from anytmt
at any trice until you receive our catalogues and learn our unheard ot factory
trices ana remarkable special offer to rider agents.
I RP lKTflNISMF!l wnf0
" receive our beautiful catalogue and
studv our
models at the ivmacrfullr
itrw prices v. ran mike you this year. We sell the ,upD
highest grade bicycles for less money
than anv oilier fa lory. We are satisfied with Ai m nmtl. ahv tactnrv mil.
you can sell our bicycle under your own Dajne plate at
lslCCt.K 1EA
lined tlie nay received.
our prices. uo.L-Y.I
ND HAND lilCVlXICS. We do not risrularly handle aerond rand Wcvcln. hot
nsnallv have a nuinbiT on hand taken in trade bv our Chicairo retail
tire. Th. tt rl.ir
irouiinlv at prices ranuiiiir from 5ia to fcprt or le10. Descriptive bargain lists mailed frt-ibIiikIb wheels, importeil roller rliaina and livdais, parts, repairs and
1
Jfll..!-lillH(L- ., "DUfC?
of
hoi
tlie usual retail frices.
all kinds at
equipment

Second Sunday after Epiphany.
First mass at 7 o'clock a. m. Second mass 9:::o. Sermon in English.
Third mass 10:30. Sermon in Spanish. At 4 o'clock p. m. Rosary and
llenediction.
Lady of Guadalupe.
First mass at 7 a. m. Second mass
witn sermon in English and Spanish
at ;:30.

inau
t.imgc ot mountains, much
ago. Cooks, ( has. 1'i.c. Thf-rLocnl OtTice, U. S. Weather Eureau, ate
ancnit two inches of snow on Hie
I.v
X. .M .Jan. 12th, I'Jll.
Santa
i:vih hillsides. Water is mm vhat
..t-6 27
fi 17
'"he snowfall during October, Xo- - more plentiful than at this lime a year
Ai
on
ft.' Park M.. I.v
C. B. Mania. The now-fal- l
v. tuber and December
was
P ni
p in
light., I'.KO. soi.tina.
far
this
winter has been very
much
lighter then the normal, ami little
!'.
ao ' tif
S. V. My. train both North'. and Sonili.;
and there is none in ;iie valji.l.i:invc-less
than
l:)0!t;
eonsidernbly
Presbyterian.
during
ar present.
tinvH trains at Preston S'.iM.
;Stu4e rnr Va l it.
Sabbath school at 9:43 a. m.' Christhe total average amount was just a leys
f
' -- a i r(H i vn. V. M.. 'at 9:Ti
St:l .' - IV ".
in, .ia:ly
little over 7 iueiies, while more than Canadian and Northeast Watershed, tian Endeavor
:45 p. .m Preaching
' '"'.(o
nii'lav. :' v..
trio: ilfty pound baraaje .arrio.i f
.
l.I ii"i.
Aurora, J. C. Luccro. The stt.iw is at 11 a. m. and 7:30 p. m. by Rev. B.
a- s v i; i
for
it' it tl;U p. m. airivi.s from It lie S occurred in December, Hi"!l, and
I 'i
oeth at 1;S.a ii m.
the
;i
of Billings,
Mont.
Qi'flr. quite evenly distributed hut in some Z. McCollough,
'aged almost
of an inch l;Iaces u is in small drifts and loose. Prayer meeting Wednesday evening at
C. G. DEDMAN,
VAN HOUTEN,
M. WILLIAMS,
less than during the last quarter of Tcis winter has been one of the driest 7:15 o'clock. Everyone welcome.
V. P. & G. M
G. P. Agent,
Superintendent.
i:n)!i.
The warmth of December left for many years and outlook lor water
FOLEY KIDNEY PILLS
the mesas and lower mountains gen- supply is very poor. F!e!l. Win. Floyd.
Are tonic in action, quick in results.
and The snow in the valley is ahem three
erally bare until the
he snow that occurred at that time inches deep, loose and evenly distrib- A special medicine for all kidney and
was mostly confined to the northern uted. Black Lake, R. T. Martin z. So bladder disorders. Mary C. Abbott,
half and to the higher mountain dis- far (his winter has been very dry; Wolfehoro, N. H., says- 'I was afflicttricts. The outlook for irrigation wa- there has been some snow which was ed with a bad case of rheumatism, due
swept into the canyons. Chacon, E. to uric acid that my kidneys failed
Iter thus far is not promising.
In the mountains of southern Colo- M. Lueero. There ia some snow in to clear out of rhy blood. I was so
rado, at the headwaters of the San the valley but it is only in drifts: lame in my feet, joints and back that
Juan and Rio Grande, the depth is there is a fair supply in the moun- it was agony for me to step. I used
much less than last year, and it has tains. Chico, A. M. Ifallenbeck. The Foley Kidney Pills for three days
From Santa Fe to El Paso, Bisbee
snow in the vallevs
near here is when I was able to get up and move
been ninr-I- lnrpr in f.ninitiw v,v,,.rt
not so compact, altho reported evenly ;ilbout two lnChW deep and drifted, about and the pains were all gone.
Douglas, and all Point in New
distributed. In northern Xew Mexico Ctlates- C. W. Wood. Water supply is This great change in condition I owe
Mexico, Arizona, Mexico and to
the precipitation has been light and,!1'001' as there has been l"'acti('a!1y 110 to Foley Kidney Pills and recommend
Pacific Coast, via NEW MEXICO
M. them to anyone suffering as I have."
as a rule, the outlook is unfavorable, snow t0 data Elizabethtown.
i KAL to
Farther soiithw.-tr- . nroxtniiotinn u0. Carriugton. The snow is only on Sold at Capital Pharmacy.
oeen ngtit along the entire Rio Gran-- ! north hillsides but in the lower end
of the valley it is from
inches to 2
tie watershed within the Territory.
20 YEARS AGO TODAY
A fair depth of snow occurred in feet deep. Raton, R. C. ('rum. Very
little
snow
has
fallen
this
month
nt
the hieher sllitnito
the i.aa1..ni
From the New Mexican of this dat
of the Pecos, but the stored depth is!snow is ,oose and ouly 011 (lle nrth
i860.
small. Southward along the easternj si(les ot mountains. The outlook for
The governor's monthly reception
vater
is
not
sood.
suPP!y
mountain ranges practically no snow
will be held tonight from 8 to 11
has occurred and the warmth has Pecos and Southeast Watershed,
o'clock. The Xew Mexican is request
Cowles, H. D. Winsor. There is a ed again to repeat these receptions
largely dissipated that which fell.
For Rates and full information address
Over the Canadian and northeast depth of about 10 inches at fl.000 feet: are
entirely public, no invitations be
watersheds the fall of snow has been.'1 s evenly distributed, hut the out- - ing issued and that all, whether resi
look
FOX,
for water supply is poor. E. Las dent or
light, the stored depth is not great
sojourners, are welcome.
and is mostly confined to the canyons Vegas, F. O. Blood. We have had prac
Messrs. A. Staab, Juan Garcia and
G.
A.
and northern slopes. The winter thus tically no snow thus far. Harvey's W. H. Xesbitl.
county commissioners
El Paso Texas.
far has been dry, and unfavorable for Upper Ranch, S. B. Warner. The of Santa Fe county,
have filsd a prosnow fall during December amounted
retaining the snow that has fallen.
to
for a mandamus
ceeding
asking
Very little snow, and generally rath- to 30 inches: it i3 mostly swept into compel Pedro Delgado, county clerk,
er light precipitation, has occurred the canyons and gulches. On the to
recognize them as a hoard of comover the San Francisco, Gila and north slopes there is a depth of 18 missioners
and to present and turn
Mimbres watersheds, and the stored to 40 inches. Gleneoe. .1. V. Tully. over to them all records
pertaining to
Xo snow to amount to anything has
depth is small.
the board of county commissioners.
San Juan and Northwest Watershed. fallen and there is none near here.
The festive game of POKER is beChromo, Colo., X. H. Price. Up to Roswell, A. H. Rocka'fellow.
So far
and the tiger is about seekDecember 25 there had been very lit- this winter we have had no snow and ing played
whom he may devour.
ing
tle snowfall but during the following but little rainfall.
This fine Italian climate seems to
four days snow fell in the valleys to Smiw on
affect, statesmen from the south in a
the (.'round I't'cenihi.T 31, 1910.
depth of Ifl inches and in the moun
peculiar manner.
tains about 30 inches. Pagosa Springs.
Santa Fe can boast of having a
.
,
'
ti. awitzer.
tie snow s
real live count within its limits. He
light and evenly distributed and con-- i
Stations.
Counll.'
has been here several days. But he's
5
siderably less than last year. Cedar.
married girls!
Hill, Wm. Craig. The snow is about!
Hon. Louis Sulzbacher of Kansas
6 inches deep and
evenly distributed.
City, for thirty years an honored and
outlook is good for plenty of water in
respected citizen and successful atthe spring. Turley. Jay Turlev. There! 8A.7.-Ins Ins. torney ot this territory is in the city.
are aoout. tour inches in the valleys,
He came to see Judge Waldo, and in12.0! 30 0
evenly distributed and compact;
18 0i 30'0
cidentally to buy up a few more of
JUIlll
Mlnni.n.
look for wofor
.l T..i
i.
10 01
those militia warrants, if they can be
.
Hill-.6
0
Cedar
B.Ol
G. H. Blakeslee. The outlook for wa-- ;
Turley
4.01
had at reasonable prices, investiga
Rio Arriba
ter sunnlv is not noarlv
6.01
30
l.o! 3.0 tion or no investigation. Don Luis,
....
,
ino-e Thio
Hnynes
!McKinli.y..
8 0 100
jcai an tut; same aate last Zunl.
judging from appearance, seems to be
Valencia... 6.01
year. Jlaynes, J. R. Havnes. There is Ooppetton
RIO ORAHIIK
prospering in Kansas City as much as
less snow than last year and drifted. Ortiz, kio"
iCoueJos ....!
0
in Las Vegas.
Kio Arriba.
mo erande Watershed.
2.0 120
p,e,,Y"as'
6.0 180
TKETS AND RESERVATIONS AT
".
Ortiz, Colo., Jasper P. Ortiz. Thus Raleman's
6 0 24 0
WILL NOT MAKE
CITY OFFICE IN
,
10.0 28 0
far there is no snow to amount to 5"JJ'.'m
12.0 18. 0
HIT, WITH BOOZERS.
0
anything. Abirjuiu. J. Posner. The Oalilna ...
4.0
Snnta Fe.
24 0
l.o!
snow here is drifted: the amount is Hohai't..
raos
6.0 36.0
Arroyo Seco,
Dealcoholized Beer is Latest BeverNEW MEXICAN DLDG.
small. Aspen Grove, J. D. Maupin. Oerro
4 .0 24 .0
12 0
OJoOallente.
2.51
age That Has Been Placed on
There are about 18 inches of snow Redriver6.0j 110
the Market
at 9,000 feet, but it is evenly distrib Taos
4. 01 16.0
OR
ISantaFe.
Xew York, Jan. 14. Dealcoholized
10.0
Ohlmayo
30
and
the
compact
uted,
outlook here Nam be
0 4.0 beer is the latest
product of inventive
is good for water supply. Batemans. San Pedro
UNION
8.01 14.0
Ke
'1
Santa
18 0
is regenius. An English chemist
J. W. Bateman. The denth here is Ohllill
jRernallllo.
0.0
2.0
His
for this discovery.
Sandoval
much the same as last year; in the Bland.
2.0 15 0 sponsible
.
,
.leiuez
40 80 method is said to be completely suc.iiuiiiiiiuuo il is aniteti and compact, flacitasopuiiKs
26 18.0 cessful. It prevents beer and stout
12.0 18.0
Outlook for water is fair. Chama, F. jl1J?quJ'zf f.1?.'!.'.'.'.' Valencia
2.0l 4.0 from being intoxicating, while leaving
:
C. Johnson.
Kiurra
There is a depth of I8r"alrview
0 2.0
the flavor, sparkle and palatability uninches at 10,000 feet, about
t
impaired. According to advices re
Socorro
that, of last year, but u, is evenly
0; 8.0
drain
ceived here, fifty-tw'
ol 4.0
English and
""
There
a
is
Sypher.
denth of 9 inches
0i
0 American
tasted
the dealexperts
at 9,000 feet; it is evenly distributed Sherman
0! 2.0
than
Oi
Carrying the 17. S. mall and nas-- the rat9 of $5.0v per hundred lbs.
2.0 coholized beverages and more
Dut rather loose. Cerro. E. D. Leon.
(I
half of them were unable to distinsenger between Vaughn, N. M., and
'.Socorro .
Special automobiles furnished t ac- There is a depth of more than 21 li""".-- "
0i
Ros?vell, N. M., connecting with th
0: 1.0
guish between them and those concommodate any number ot passenger
lncnes over the mountains. Ojo Cali- - Canadian AND
alcohol.
Others detected a
El Paso & Southwestern and Rock Is- to make
taining
C.
...
A
ento.
Hernnnil
nohtfie
... ...
special connections with anj
, uc oiiuvv ia
...w,.
Colfax
Aurora
subtle difference which would not. be
land Kallroads
0! 2.0
nnd the Atchison, train at Vaughn, also to connect with
distributed but loose, and the; Roll
evenly
0 3.0
apparent to the average taste. The
Topcka & Santa Pe Railroad-Leav- e
Xew Slexlco Central Railroad at Tor prospects for water
I) S6.0
supply are notiJ?KLftke
2.0 10 0 process is applicable to all beers and
VaugSn at 8:30 a. m., arrlv ranee for Santa Fe, X'. II., by com- encouraging. Red.
..
Mora
Chacon
01 18.0
Hiver
L.
R
In Roswell at 3:3o p, m
it will henceforth be possible for
;!Colfax...
Oi 18.0
municating with Manager of the Ros- Fen. There is a deplh of about 11
Mora
to drink beer and ale without
Leave Roswell at 12:30 a. m. arrive well Auto
12.0
20!
Co., at Roswell, X. M at inches over the mountains: it is even-- ! I,,lUs 'Jeak
0 12.0
In Vaughan at 6 p. m.
breaking the pledge.
T
least 24 hours in advance. Rate foi iy distributed but loose, and the wa-- muon
Colfax,
2 (i
The discovery has another side. Ev2.0
Baggage allowance of EO lis. to Pc!al $40.00 to accommodate four or ter supply will be
'l ulon
K,,ye"
2.0 18.0
light in Hie
ery
each regular ticket, ejeess baggage ai fewer passengers to either
hogshead of beer dealcoholized
A.
Gusdorf. There is a dep1 rowlo
!.
Taos,
point
3 0 10. 0
will
about three gallons of proof
Miguel,!
yield
jSim
S
of
inches south on V S. Mountain
Ol
7
"
.... 30 0 spirits. This forms an excellent, mild
at 9.000 feel, and 1(5
..
at Twin-0
3.0 whisky, which can be sold for various
.j'l'orrann ...j
0!
ing. north, at about O.uOO feet. Taos
" "
0
.etuatlalupe
commercial, uses.
Lincoln
I.
o'koswrII
Canyon,
Martinez.
Thw-".
u
('have.
CarlslMul
01
iKddy
0
depth of id inches on the mountains.
Herewith are some Bargain, ottered
For either acute of chronic kidney
TIMETABLE ALL
and it is somewhat drilled; this is'
by th New Mexican Printing comdisorders, for annoying and painful
CHARLES
E. LINXEY,
fi inches less
fully
at!
than
last year
LOCAL TRAINS this time.
urinary irregularities take Foley Kid
pany: Code of Civ-i- l Procedure of the
Section Director,
Cundiyo, T. Vijil. There!
ney Pills. An honest and effective
Territory of New Mexico, 1897. sheep
is much less snow than last
year'
medicine for kidney and bladder disbound, $1; paper bound, 75c. Missouri
The fo'lowing ar .he time tables and it is
loose, so that water'
orders. Sold at Capital Pharmacy.
Pleading forms, J5; Missouri Code af the local railroads:
not
supply will
be
sufficient!
Pleadings,
$6; the two for Jio.
Santa Fe, Frank Owen, hi the Santa!
RAILROAD AGENTS WILL HAVE
to
New
Kexlco Code, Iaws of
Adapted
Fe basin at. an altitude of lonort feet
A. T, & 8. F. Fy.
Palace.
New Mexico, 1G99, 1901 and 1903,
TO ANSWER QUESTIONS.
snow
the
is about IS
Leave
Nathan
Citv- R. E. fiurrv a
deep. The
Jefferson City, Ma., Jan. 14 The
English and Spanish pamphlets, 25c;
Rfi
o va IT fif'hm.fU
Iav lr 15. r.unir- ci-. ill...... frit
8.10 a. m. connect with No. 3 west- prospects tor water snppl
ai - tongues of railroad station agents in
full leather $3.
Sheriff's Flexible
la vorable
More snow has fnlU.n in! bert. Snhnlt Vivo-in.t?
n jjcii
Cover Pocket Docket, single, $1.25-tw- bound, Xo. 10 eastbound.
Missouri may be loosened if a bill
be
higher altitudes and less in the' Chicago; E. P. Craig, Dallas; Mr and introduced in the state
or more books, $1 each. Nnw
legislature to
Returning arrive at Santa Fe 12:10 lower this
winter and will result in Mrs. John Lucero, Las Vegas- Har-ti.- e
Mexico uSpreme Court Reports, Not. p. m.
day by Representative Floyd Tuggle
water supply lasting );l(er into the j din Hines, Alamosa, Colo;
3 and 10 Inclusive J3.30
George W is passed.
4:0u p. m. connect with No. 1 west season, .lemez
each. Coin
Springs. L. L. Shields.! Orvin, Sanford, Colo.; George P DaThe bill provides a fine of $25 to
Corporation Laws, 75c. Compi- bound.
me
snow
is
evenly distributed andivison. Louisville- William
lation Mining L:. 8, 50c.
$50 for any agent who refuses to
Money
mere
a
Returning
arrive
8
at Santa Fe, 6:30
is
inches at. S.OOO Chicago.
depth of
answer any questions put by travelDigest of New Mexico Reports, tuU p. m.
feel, fully fi inches less than last year.
ers.
heep, $6 60; full Hat school blanks.
Claire.
San Francisco, Gila and Mimbrpc
7:20 p. m. connect with No. 7 and
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TEACHING A GIRL TO SWIM.

I sought one day to ply a trade,
They said, "A card must be displayed
By Huch as you: we tire afraid
You'll have to get a license."

1910

t

then I aought to go,
warden dealt a crushing blow
By saying, "Stranger, don't you know
You'll have to got a license?"

others. He overheard a conversation
between two youngsters selling

A

I sought to build on my bark lot
A distant and sequestered spot,
A shed. They said. "Have you fnrirot
You'll have to get a license?"
A wandering dog cnnie home with me,
A creature without pdtf,Tt;e,
Then a policeman spoke. Quoth he,
"You'll have to get a license."
I ventured. In a motor car.
A sheriff spied me from afar
And cried, "No matter who you are.
You'll have to get a license!"

FOOTBALL TEAM

ALL-AMERI-

T&

F. Hopkinson
Smith, painter, au
thor, engineer and professional optimist, tells a story showing that Boston boys of the street are like all

.

"Say, Harry, what's the best way
to teach a girl how to swim?" asked
the younger one.
"Dat's a cinch. First off you puts
yer left arm under her waist and you
gently takes her left hand"
"Come off; she's me sister."
"Aw, push her off le dock."

So unto poetry I turned.
And penned these thoughts that stirred
and burned.
It is the only thing. I've learned.
That doesn't need a license!
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"Jule," replied the lad.
"You mustn't say 'Jule,' "
the teacher. "You must say
Then she asked the next
his name and be piped up,
loud, "Billious."

explained
'Julius.' "
little boy
good and

AND SHE HAD TO.

Geraldine

Conspuez the Count.
Farrar says: "Out

upon

counts!"
And hands them a jar and a slam.
By telling the world: "You can take
It from me

That a count never Is worth a
ment of any girl's time."
GOOD

REASON.

mo-

W

ffK

Nervous.
A Cleveland woman has had throe
Times three kldleU, and four times two,
I'll bet the daddy of them's soared
Whenever anyone says: "Boo!"
Doubtful Vocal Ism.

"There Is only one trouble about a
Chinese cook," said the man from the
west.

"What Is thatT"
"You can never tell whether he Is
singing at his work or whether he has
burned himself and Is moaning In
ipaln."
A

Deliverer.

"He said he was glad to see me.
Do you suppose he meant It?"
"To a certain extent, yes. The
person you foroed out of the only
extra chatr in his office was a book
agent. You, at least, had nothing to

Isell."

The Hardest Thing.

"What's the hardest thing about
roller skating when you're learning?"
asked a hesitating young man of the
instructor at a rink.
"The floor," answered the attendant,
r Youth's Companion,
Too Literal.
"The Chinese actors will not be able
to Join members of the social reform
party in China, will they?"

"Why not?"
0
"Because the reform party is losing
Ell Its queues."
Playing Safe,
"She has a pretty ankle,

kmt

von

think?"
"Extremely graceful, bat she's an
prude. You'd better compliment
Ewful

:

--

i

The Best.
Mrs. Urban What Is your idea of a
pood aelghoopi' ..
Mrs. Townijr A good neighbor Is
one who is good enough to mind big
own Dusiness.
TOO BAD.

"You have appendicitis and an operation is imperative."
"Nonsense!"
"Nonsense nothing; didn't you phone
me that you had severe
pain in the

abdomen?"
"Yes, but I had my appendix removed five years ago."
"You should have told me that May
I use your phone a moment?"
"Certainly. Want to phone the drug
'.. '
., .:'
Store?".
' t to countermand an or- -'
(omoblle that I gave after
ae."
-

1

BY WALTER CAMP.

Yale; Wells, Michigan.

Tackes McKay, Harvard; Walker, Minnesota.
Guards Benbrook, Michigan; Fisher, Harvard.
Center Cozens, Pennsylvania.
Quarter Back Sprackling, Brown.
Half Backs Wendell, Harvard; Pendleton, Princeton.
Full Back
Mercer. Pennsylvania.
Western football In 1910 received a
from Waiter
recognition
Camp, in Collier's Weekly, In his
gridiron team, that it has
been accorded for many seasons.
Three players were chosen as teammates of eastern stars by the Yale
alumnus, and, though the number Is
less than half the whole elev?n, the
representation of the western section
Is gratifying to followers of the game,
and Incidentally accords Wells and
Benbrook of Michigan and Walker of
Minnesota the high honor whlci they
deserve.
Considering that the season r cently
brought to a close was one of the most
weird In the history of the game, a

gauge of players presents innumerable
difficulties. The thr. e western selec
tions come from the two teams that
were Inestimably stronger than any ol
their rivals, with the possible exception of Illinois, which has as Its strong
est claim to consideration an unbroken
string of victories and an untarnished
goal line.
No school either in the east or west
has more than two players on the hon
orary eleven, a change notable in com
parison with other years, when Yale
aud Harvard, iu particular, olalmed
the bulk of the places. And for this
reason Mr. Camp's eleven is more rap
resentative, probably, than it ever has
been.

stronger

GOING

TO

ANTIPODES

i
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YOUR SALESMAN may speak to twenty persons a day
m
praising your wares. HE BRINGS YOU BUSINESS.
YOUR ADVERTISEMENT in the NEW MEXICAN speaks
to thousands every day. IT IS BOUND TO BRING YOU
BUSINESS.
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method of advertising. The fool in his heart will sj
there is no virtue in advertising but the wise man kno
the fool is deceiving himself.

AN ADVERTISEMENT in the "New Mexican" 3
LIKE A POROUS PLASTER. It cannot fail if it adver
right goods at the right price.
THE
MERCHANT is noted 1
fact that his advertisement does not appear in the local pat
The sheriff has an eye on his business and his credit must
poor.

.

sub-scription-

i

j

PEOPLE READ ADVERTISEMENTS. Let the "New
Mexican" place in its most obscure column that you are selling
sugar at one cent a pound and your store tomorrow w

LAST YEAR, the "New Mexican" took in $12,000 in
The readers who had that much for the local paper
4
have as much for your store but you must let them know that
you are doing business, where, and how you are doing it.

be a huge Joke.
Ottumwa sheuld not complain. That
little Cub eplscde has put the town on
the 1811 baseball map.
.'2
Both Referef Selig and Moran want
the credit for having Battling Nelson's
Mrs. Black Cook has broken only
life. Bat would like to take a tap at
one dish today.
both for their impertinence.
Mr. Black That's better. How dli
Competition is' free in one thing,
It happen?
anyway, and that is athletics. Maybe Mi
Mrs. Black It was the last one.
that is the reason both the A. A. U.
and the A. A. F are thriving.
ire
"American
The Melancholy Days.
baseball
players lose
their batting eyes in Cuba," says Um"The melancholy days have come
The saddest of the year."
pire Bill Evans. Maybe the Cuban It.
But buckwheat cakes and sauer kraut
twlrlers have a little to do with it.
Will help to bring us cheer.
The National Trotting association
is trying to fumigate that sport and it
P08ING.
is hoped the n ove will travel along at
a dizzy pace.
She spoke of her home In the city
The question arises: Are barnstormAnd mentioned the luxuries there,
Ai one would ay, In a casual wajfl
ing trips of championship ball teams
"My father's a millionaire."
more detrimental than the constant
glare of the footlights in vaudeville?
I told her' of a place I was holding
All the major league magnates are
Which paid me $10,000 a year.
As one would say, In a casual way:
willing to trade players except Con"I rate my accomplishments dear."
nie Mack. Connie wouldn't break up 1
his winning combination for love or
We chatted much more In this fashion
And put on some elegant airs.
money.
But when we got back to the city, alack.
Philadelphia Is a slow town, admits S3
We met on the boarding house stairs!
a newspaper of the Quaker city, but is
not so slow that It would fall for a
SOUTHERN COURTESY.
bicycle meet like another burg they
call the metropolis.
Jim Jeffries.
There is no disposition apparent
graphed to Bill Pickens to come to the among wrestling officials
anywhere to
coast and prepare for the trip.
Frank Gotch. It is much easier
Pickens probably will go to Aus- "nag"
to nab a world's title if the big Iowan
tralia to arrange for the races there stays in retirement.
and Oldfield and his party will follow
Aviators are becoming almost as
in about a month. Oldfleld's proposal
as fanry skaters in cuttting up
that Jeffries and Chance go along has adept
their little capers, but none has been
met with their approval. Pickens' re- so audacious
as to cut his name in
turn to the Oldfield camp indicates the
aqueous vapor of the clouds.
that Barney is not likely to be reinA prise fight at Schenectady
was
stated by the 'American Automobile
because it was too tame. Othstopped
association.
er cities are suppressing ring bouts
because they are too brutal. What
is the game up against, anyway?
Stagg's Good System.
of the ring
The way the
Stagg's former stars continue to
make great records for themselves ae hang on is a caution. Jem Mace, who
coaches in different sections of the fought 500 battles, lived to be seventy-nin- e
country, thus showing the thoroughyears old, and his sparring partness of the system that the famous ner, Bill Clark, Is still kicking around
old Yale star uses at the Midway.
at eighty.
Soma Tvme.
i
Raffles In the Rough.
I wish I had all the time back
'So you captured a burglar in your
Bo wish we all when Uvea grow rip- house last night?"
f put In In my youthful days
The New England Major We have
"Yes."
Aeolorlng a meerschaum pipe.
a museum up in New England, sir,
' "Was he an
interesting person?"
that has the finest collection of snakes
"Not at all. Why, he was shockingly
The Reason.
tn the world.
T see your children's nurse out on vulgar and he didn't even smoke
The Kentucy Colonel We southernstreet, with them at all hours of
the
ers, suh, would never expose our pri'
vate affairs to the gaze of a vulgab the day."
It makes Fldo cross to have
"Yes,
False Suooesa.
public, suh.
them about the house'
Spindler Have any of the machine
that Qearlng invented made money?
Added Insult
Wheeler Only the last one, and he'a
Tantalizing.
Chauffeur (tn anM4.it
i.
sorry enough now that It did.
a
on
kiss
"Printed
her
you
Hps,
who is obstructing the traffic) Nioe
"
that?
I
Spindier How
.' plaoa for you to come and learn in. ay
...
mare
iwv
ro
atwm
Hat It? Punch.
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ad-

NON-PROGRESSI-

CIES

Friends of Battling Nelson are hannv
to know a benefit in his behalf would

ments in its local papers.
It is a BUSINESS MAXIM universally accepted that
vertising pays. That is, if it is done right.

m
YOU CAN STIMULATE BUSINESS BY ADVERT
m
m Today no business will increase
permanently unless b;

AND

Barney Oldfield, Mr. and Mrs. James
J. Jeffries and Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Chance are planning a trip to Australia. Oldfield recently turned down
an offer to go to Australia.
A larger
offor has been made and be has tele- -

YOUR ADVERTISEMENT in the local paper helps to
build the town. The outside judges Santa Fe by the advertise-

hold its customers. Advertise calico at one cent a yai
you will have to telegraph to your wholesale house f
load lots.

rfpom

Barney Oldfield, Frank Chance and
Jim Jeffries Plan Trip to Australia
Former to Race.

rii -

1

.

BUY.

PARTY

"George, dear, If this Is a bracing
wind, I don't like being braced."
"Spell It with an 'em,' Maudle, and

r

I

and
who was thumping,
pounding
swearing in the oellar.
"Didn't you tell me to shake down
the furnace?" he asked.
"Yes, but you needn't shake down
the house.".

A Natural. Excuse.
"I wonder why the czar did not visit
Finland In his Journey?" said the loyal
Russian to his friend.
"I guess," replied the other, "because
he's pretty much like other men."
"What has that to do with it?''
"Naturally he didn't care to see his
finish."

1 if

THE SUBSCRIBERS to the local paper are the prosper- 1
ous people of your town. THEY ARE THE PEOPLE WHO m

r

name.

z

'-

razor-tempere- d

Amendment
The teacher asked the little boy his

I

'

Tommy I say, Mary, Is It correct to
remark that you "water a horse" when
he la thirsty?
Mary Yes, quite correct.
happened! My little' Fldo has just bitten that
Miss
Tommy (with a saucer in his hand)
Well, then, I am going to milk the
Jaggs! Do you think any harm will result
cat
"Not at all. Calm yourself, my dear
madam. Miss Jaggs is not likely to
Going Too Far.
suffer serious consequences."
on earth are you dowhat
"John,
"I wasn't thinking of Miss Jaggs,
called Mrs. Geeker to her spouse,
ing?"
doctor. I want

BUI'

III J fl

II

Apprehension.
"Oh, doctor, something terrible has

to know If It could
poison poor, dear little Fldo?"

u

-

MY

Identified.
Harold, aged nine, came home the
other day in such a state as to cause
great perturbation in the household.
"Mercy:" exclaimed his mother.
"How on earth did you manage to get
your clothes so frightfully torn?"
Harold assumed a virtuous air.
"tryin' to keep a little boy from bein'
licked," lie explained.
"That was fine of you, Harold!"
was the enthusiastic response of the
parent "And who was the little boy?"
Me.
Harper's Magazine.

pie-face-
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THE ADVERTISING RATES in the "New Mexican" are
but a fraction of the rates in other cities. It is untrue that you
cannot afford to advertise; the fact is when you feel that you
cannot afford to advertise, you cannot afford NOT to advertise.

The

"lew Hexican"

goes info the
homes of Santa Fe and it reaches
every post office in lew liexico
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Grocery and Bakery
For Your Afternoon Tea

Received

Wafers

English Biscuits,

and

:

:

Forecast

:

14.

to- -

N

You Will Find the Acme Harro
in stock at GOEH1CL.S.
Remember its 10 and 15 cents at

Suguar

Rich-tea-

the Elks' and pictures always the best.
RoMarriage Licenses Cayetano
driguez aged 25, and Miss Louisa
Griego aged 20, both of Santa Fe took
out a marriage license here.
At Presbyterian
Church In the
First Presbyterian church tomorrow,
Rev. B. Z. McColluugh of Hillings.
Montana, will officiate.
legist ration
Heavy
Registration
for the constitutional election next
In precinct
.Saturday closed today.
Xo. 17, this city, more than :170 vot-is Lave been registered.
Stouts Tlio AlbuAlbuquerque
Scouts now number
Boy
querque
75 and will organize a baseball team.
James Trainer was elected baseball
manager and Frank Tierney captain.
Thrown From a Train Joseph Galloway, aged 21. was thrown from a
Santa Fe freight train, at Dalies, east
of Helen, ami seriously injured.
He
was taken to the Santa Fe hospital
at Albuquerque.
Want to Be Comfortable?
The

Try a Box of Assorted Sugar Wafers.

F. Andrews

Jan.

generally lair

toight and Sunday with stationary temperature.

Wafers,
,
Nabisco, Arrow Root,
Marie, Tan San, Yum Yum, Pan Pan,
Vanilia
and Lemon Wafers, Clover Leaf, Veronique
Chocolate,
Perfecto, Philophena, Tom Thumb, Vienna Sugar Jingers, Chocolate
London Biscuit, Chocolate Hydro, Afternoon Tea,
Butter and W ater
Thins, Cheese Sandwiches and Stix.

Phone No. 4.

j

1

Culo.,

is

Phone No. 4.

An Absolute Clearance Sale
Of

the Entire Stock

16

avithout any Reservali()n of

-

Dry Goods, Clothing- and Furnishings

Akers-Wagne-

At Tremendous Reductions
e

6

r

Furniture

Co.

NO CHANGE AT PRESENT
IN

are

WINDFALL

SCHOOL BOOKS.

E.

Clark.

"Regarding the proposed change of
text books," said Superintendent of
Public Instruction James E. Clark.
"the education board regards it as in.
advisable at this time.
Conditions
are not such as to warrant any general change. Until four years ago
New Mexico had no uniformity in her
tex book system, and in

many

dis--
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ing you how to be so in this issue.
Read their ad it you have a home or
room you wish to make comfortable
am1 beautiful.
Mass. An
anniverAnniversary
sary requiem mass for the soul of
Mrs. Marina Rael de Martinez will be
celebrated at the Catehedral at 7:30
a. in. Tuesday, January 17. All relatives and friends of the family are
invited to attend.
The Return of Her First Husband
is a very clever drama and is at the
to
Monday on a dwelling, estimated
Elks' tonight. Your last chance.
Divorce Granted Judge Ira A. Ah- - 0Hst $10,000,
Funeral
bott, in the district court at Albu- Today. The funeral of
querque has signed a decree of di- - Robert J. Smith, who died in Belen
vorce in favor of Louis German, from took place this afternoon.
The serhis wife, Sarah C. German. German, vices were conducted by the Masons,
who is an expressman, was granted as Mr. Smith was a member of the
the divorce on the ground of aban- Cerrillos lodge of masons, and interdonment.
ment was made in the Masonic plot
Two Suits Filed The First Nation- at Fairview
The
cemetery.
al bank has filed two suits on promisUndertaking Establishment
sory notes in the district clerk's of- was in
charge.
fice.
They are against the Ramon
in
District
Court In district
Suit
Land and Lumber Company, W. H.
court at Roswell, suit was filed by the
Kennedy and F. E. Dunlavy defend
ants, one for $252.0S and the other First National Bank vs. Solon M. Owens End Fayetta Owens Chase, an
for $22.S2.
Will Open Offices A. Staab has se- attachment for $;:,10(i.S2, with action
cured a lease on the store rooms va- of "Lis Pendens" to recover judgment
cated by William Gregg on the west on two promissory notes executed by
side of the Plaza and will open pri- defendants, mortgage being on propvate offices there, removing from the erty east of Roswell.
The Santa Fe Employes' Magazine
offices of the H. B. CartwrigM Bros.'
The Santa Fe Employes' Magazine
wholesale establishment on San Francisco street.
just to hand prints th story of "Uncle
Euried Today The funeral
of Dick" Wootton of pioneer fame in
Eugenio Manzanares took place at S New Mexico. The January number is
o'clock this morning from the Cathe- a most interesting ohe.
dral, the Very Rev. Antonio Fourth
Auto Route Will Be!
officiating. Interment w,as in
"Hon. Nathan Jaffa, secretary of
r
The
cemetery.
New Mexico, who wasl here yesterday
undertaking establishment was in and this morning, en route from
charge of the arrangements.
Washington, D. C, to, Santa Fe, made
Will Wed Monday Announcement the
following statement to Messrs, J.
been
has
made of the wedding of Miss W. Stockard and C. tM.
Farnsworth,
Luisita Griego and Cayetano Rodri- of the Roswell Auto
company, rela- guez which will take place at the five trt tlift
et
church of Our Lady of Guadalupe at
auto mai,
ne fron Roswe
to
S a. m. Monday.
January 16. Follow Vaughn: "Do not wprry. The route
ing the wedding ceremony a recep- will
be
jin the near fution will be held at the home of the
bride's parents and followed by a ball ture. It is only a matter of time. I
look for it to come jy the fifteenth
at the Adobe Grand.
of
this month. I
this informaYou Are Judged, not only by the
to give out after falking with difcompany you keep, but by the way tion
your home is furnished. A nicely fur- - ferent parties in Washington, D. C,
msnea home is a mark of culture. and you can depend on it. I cannot
and the Santa Fe Hardware ahd Sup- - give tbe detalls' but yoU may rest aS"
ply Co.. with their installment plan, sured that the route I""1 not ,ong be
Daily
are ready to help furnish your home out of commission."-Rosw- ell
i
in becoming style.
Read their neRecori'
ad. in this issue.
Commission Government Involved.
The ln3unction suit of J. W. Stock-- a
When a Reliable Store Advertises
special sale, it is worth while to ard aSainBt J- H Mullis and others,
take advantage of the bargains of-- reIative to a report of the city countered. Julius H. Gerdes. in this issue, cil's committee on the petition for a
form of commission govern-salis advertising an absolute clearance
of his entire stock of
dry goods, nrent, was argued by the lawyers
etc., at tremendous bar--j fore Chief Justice William H. Pope,
gains, to begin Monday January 16th. sitting in chambers. The case came
Read the ad.
Roswell Daily Rec- up on demurrer.
Do You Enjoy a Laugh? If so see ord.
Gonzales and Apodaca Acquitted
"Spooney Sam" and "The Cowboys
and the Bachelor Girls." They are Jose Gonzales and 'Benito Apodaca
at the Elks' tonight.
were given a hearing before Justice
Two Deaths Lena Kelly, the two Bell at Roswell, on the charge of atyear old daughter of Mrs. Gladys Kel- tempting to hold up F. G. Kapphan on
The evidence was
ly, died yesterday at Estancia and the election niEht.
funeral will take place there this af considered insufficient and both were
ternoon.
Horacio
Vigil, the six discharged.
months old son of Mr. and Mr3 Meli- ton Vigil of this city, died of SMUGGLING ARMS INTO MEXICO
paralysis yesterday.
The funeral
FROM
SAN ANTONIO.
took place at 2 o'clock this afternoon
from the Cathedral. The
r
San Antonio, Texas, Jan. 11. Last
undertaking establishment was in night, three Mexicans were detected
charge of both funerals.
in an attempt to remove 100 high
Change of Program at the Elks' power rifles and 75,000 rounds of
Sunday
night. All subi pets prinH ammunition stored in a room at Cher-- :
ones.
ry and Dawson streets. These men
to 48 Degrees Talk about were caught in the act and placed unUp
spring weather, how is that for tem- der arrest by Officer Redus. While
perature? It was 48 at 2:10 p. m. and holding the three pending the arrival
the minimum of 33 was recorded at of Sheriff Tobin, one of them made
The average relative hu- a dash for liberty and escaped. The
midnight.
midity was 84 per cent and the tem- men refused to say who had sent
perature at 6 o'clock this morning them for the ammunition and guns,
was 34 degrees.
was but admitted that they were to de
Yesterday
cloudy In the forenoon with a light liver them to a point near the Aranrain and it was partly cloudy in the sas Pass round house. The rifles and
were placed in the buildIt, was clear at night with ammunition
afternoon.
bright moonlight and despite the mud ing last November and since that
unving ann norseoacn riding were time secret service officers of Mexico
and the United States have kept a
very pleasant.
Indian Gives Interpretive Dance close watch on the building lest these
should be
and sent across the
Chanting the songs familiar to the border to removed
Mexican revolutionists. It
is believed that the effort last night
NEW MEXICO CORPORATION
was a step towards placing these in
the hands of Mexican marauders
LAWS, RULES AND FORMS.
south of the Rio Grande. The two
Published September, 1910. All Laws on men arrested were placed in the county jail.
ell Classes of Corporations, on Banking,
Irrigation, Mining, Railroads, etc. Coin- - JTiR SALE A nearly new Smith
Premier No. 2 Typewriter. Also two
plete Rules and Forms for Filing.
north-(book-
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For Your New Years Callers!

Akers-Wagn-

YOU WILL NEED ONE OF OUR HANDSOME CHAFING DISHES, A COFFEE
MACHINE, AND A TABLE KETTLE.
We have the Bast line of these articles in
the Territory, not only the Best Articles,
but the most attractive in appearance.
A JOY, A NECESSITY AND A
COMFORT THE YEAR ROUND

S. SPITZ,

Manufacturing Jeweler.
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Ro-sari-o

Akers-Wagne-

rmfTI

NilO

satisfaction assure db
fn
UUfta CORICK'S HACK LINE COKKIOK.
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HMK SERVICE

For Hirs 3t
Popular Prices

ProD

Baggies and Saddle Horses

ha-v-

THE BIG STORE

I

May We Tailor You?

-

Good

Tailoring

has been the

e

mak-

ing of many a man.
A

man aivays suc-

ceeds better
ways

al-

more

gets

of the things

he

goes after when he
is

well

j

tailored,

Akers-Wagne-

than when he

is

carelessly dressed.

Making Clothes is a Trade!
Good Tailoring is an Art!
Our sort of Tailoring wins and holdsthe patronage
of the best dressers in this locality. We win by the
force of the merit of our work. Our cutter is an
Artist and our Tailors are the most skillful craftman
that money can employ. Withal, our prices are not
unreasonable, when we say

........

$20.00, $25.00, $30.00 to $35.00
For Suits and Overcoats and

$5.00, $6.00, $7.00 or $8.00
For Trousers

Our Winter Woolens are
THE

BEST

ON

EARTH.

fAfnA
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Nathan Salmon.

935 Pages, $7.00
Write for Circular.

Taailor nd Clotheir.

C.

F. KANEN,

Santa Fe,

N. JH.

on his western jaunt.
While the colonel is in the west, Mr.
Lyon in company with a number of
other well known Texan's, proposes
to fake the mighty hunter on a shooting expedition into Mexico.

Children.

1

tell-

the

FOR WIDOW OF
SANTA FE VETERAN.

Assurance Given by Superintendent' Accrued Pension for Mrs. Josefa Garof Public Instruction James
cia de Noedel and Four Minor

tricts Spanish text books were large-- j
ly used. Books of varying kinds were
sold by dealers at their own prices.
; Any teacher could introduce any kind
of text books he wished. It took the
better part of two years to bring
about the uniform system, but the re- secretary.
Wedded Today Miss Refugito Mar-- suit is most satisfactory, not only to
tinez and Manuel Abeytia both of the board, but to the majority of the
this city were married at a nuptial teachers. The text book system at
mass this morning in the church of; present, we believe, compares favor- Our Lady- of Guadalupe by the pas- - ably with that of any state in the
tor the Rev. A. Ecsset.
The best union. Reports of teachers in gen- man was William llesch and Mrs. eral throughout the
territory indicate
Hesch was the matron of honor.
are satisfied with the system ot
lowing the wedding a re eption was; books used and the neonle cannot at
held at the home of the bride on ford any
general change at this time.
Agua Fria street
The present list of books is a comproPetition Circulated A petition isjmise list and gives no special set of
being circulated to have the post-- i books the best of it. In accord with
office department
at
Washington its policy of looking out for the interchange the local port office from the ests of the people, the board will alpresent building owned by Levi A. ways consider, not book men, but
Hughes to the Catron block. Post- books. In this, by the way, the book
master Burke declined to make any representatives a dozen or more of
statement about the suggested change whom are in the
territory now, are
of postal headquarters. Much interwith the board.
They
est, however is being manifested by admit, themselves that there are but
the public in the petition.
few possible changes needed, and W3
Ten Thousand Dollar Residence to have decided to make practically no
Go Up cn the South
Side Through change. Our new contract will as- U. C. W atson & Co.. Mrs. G. B. Pop j SUre that the
people may get text
s
has purchased the lot at the
as cheaply as In any state in
east corner of Don Caspar avenue and the union. Under our new central
York street, belonging to Xathan pository scheme, for instance a
Work will be commenced
rapiv which has cost $1.00, mav be

(

Commencing Monday, January

SATURDAY, JANUARY 14, 1911.

turn-turn-
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Denver,

:

devotees of the Indian dance and ac,
a
companying himself on a
Tesuque Indian was the cynosure of
all eyes and the source of much
amusement, this afternoon in the lobThe Inby of the .Montezuma hotel.
dian gave a few "interpretive dances"
but less sinuously
than Countess
Thamara the other night. The traveling men who saw the dance made
meny critical remarks which the Indian took with good grace. "You're
all right with the voice and the drum
but your feet are too heavy," said
one salesman. The Indian let out a
war whoop and Mr. Salesman
proceeded to grow exceedingly light and
speedy on his own feet.
Women's Relief Corps. The woman's Relief Corps will meet with Mrs.
George W. Hickox on Monday afternoon at 2:30 o'clock. A full attendance is desired. Mrs. M. S. Mcl'ie.
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by dealers at their option heretofore
for from Go to 85 cents, will be sold
for less than 60 cents. Dealers can
no longer make th .r own price and
the same price goes everywhere. It
is good business policy and saves the
people real money."
Superintendent Clark expresses en.,
tire approval of the provisions of the
new
constitution
as
regarding
schools. "Just as a sample of what
statehood will mean," he sair, "last
year we had the largest return from
lease of school lands on record,
This was 60 cents each for every one of the 100.000 persons of the
school age in N. Mexico. Under statehood in a year we shall have available jast $100,000 or dollar per capita.
Another thing; at present the leagues
have! to go back to Washington and
much red tape to be unwound; un
der statehood the whole matter is attended to right in Santa Fe.
"Another thiag which we hope to
secure from the first state legislature is a measure providing for the
consolidation of the rural schools, a
thing. which the board very earnest
ly desires."
hnm-h-

t

1

$60,-00-

ARRIBA IS ALRIGHT.

RIO

Continued from Page One.

the evening and gave a strong talk,
Questions of all kinds were put to
him and he answered all of them, in
this way bringing out every argument in favor of the adoption. Other
speakers were John W, Poe, Judge J.
T. Evans, E. A. Cahoon, Harold Hurd,
D. R. Ttritt and a Mr. Kennedy from
Oklahoma, who spoke of the many
benefits that have come to Oklahoma
since statehood was attained.
Mr. Dill's argument was that the
constitution did not contain the favorite measures of this section of the
territory and that

another attempt

should be made before a constitution
should be adopted.
Mr. Jaffa stated
that the constitution as adopted was
a compromise measure; that all sec
tions ot the territory could not be
entirely pleased; that It contained
many good measures and no seriously
bad ones; that the constitution was a
pretty good one; that delay is dan
gerous and that New Mexico should
take statehood while it has the

chance."

Chairman I. Sparks of the board of
county commissioners, today received
word from Delegate to Congress W.
II. Andrews to notify Mrs. Josefa Garcia de Noedel, widow of the late
Christian Noedel, first sergeant of
New
A, First
Coiapat-Regiment
Mexico Volunteer Infantry-- , that she
har, been granted $900 back pension,
$K'0 for .he children and more than
$."fcO for herself, pension at $8.00 per
monJh be ng granted her from May
2S, I90i:. $i2 per month from April 19,
1908; ititd $2.00 per month from May
29, 190c, additional for each of four
minor !i;;dren and also payment to
her of itiM lid accrued pension to the
date of her husband's death.
He a 'to received word that the
f Albert Manuel of Galis-teo- ,
Santa Fe county, for original
o!' $12 per month, from September 10. h:.s been granted.
Delef a'c Andrews also fought hard
for the passage of the Sulloway bill
i
w ill
increase the pensions of
veterans an aggregate of $15,000,000
a year.
pen-sio-

A RELIABLE COUGH MEDICINE.
Is a valuable family friend. Foley's
Honey, and Tar fulfills this condition
Mrs. Charles Kline, N. 8th
exactly.
St., Easton, Pa., states:
"Several
members of my family have been cur-- j
ed of bad coughs and colds by the
use of Foley's Honey and Tar and I
am never without a bottle in the
house. It soothes and relieves the ir
ritation in the throat and loosens up
tne cold. I have always found it a reliable cough cure." Sold at Capital
Pharmacy.

,
;
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wh-cl-

days and coffee
ills begin to leave.

SALVATION ARMY PUTTING UP
HOMES FOR RESCUE WORK.
San Antonio, Texas, Jan. 14. Commissioner M. Estell and Col. E.
French of Chicago, in charge of the
rescue work of th Salvation Army
west of the Mississippi, are in this To Our Customers
city to take part in the dedication of
the rescue home of the Salvation Arand Other Friends
my. These prominent leaders in Salvation army work will visit many
cities in the South for the purpose of
studying conditions and making the
work of the Army broader and more
WE TAKE THIS OPPORhelpful.

According

to Commissioner

TUNITY to

Estell, this organization has twelve
homes established in the
United
States similar to the one in this city,
all doing fairly well. In addition to
these, the Army has a home for small
children at Linton Springs, California, which at present, is making 200
children comfortable, giving them the
benefits of education and religious
training.

thank you for the
business that you have favor-e- d
us with this year or for

TEXAS WILL HAVE LIVELY
LEGISLATIVE SESSION.

of

kind words, words of recommendation that you may have
'
spoken concerning us. We
should like to write each one
personally but our
host of friends is so large
lhat it is impractical.

Austin, Texas, Jan. 14. Activity in
the legislature of Texas indicates that
r
Campbell proposes
to complicate matters for .Governor-elect Colquitt. It leaks out from Aus-

you

retiring-Governo-

1

tin that the legislature, particularly
the pro element which is in coltrol, is
r
preparing to rush trough some
legislation between now and
the 17th inst., the date of Governor
Campbell s retirement. There is also a rumor current to the effect that
Campbell is listening to the song of
the senatorial bee and believing that
the pro Vement which is in control, is
state is setting his pegs for the toga
two years hence. No odds, however,
what his anticipations may be the
crash of events in the general as-- !
sembly indicate that the present ses-- '
sion will be lively from start to fin- -

May the Coming
Year Bring You a

'

anti-liquo-

ish.

Full Measure of
Health, Happiness
and Prosperity.
;
,

Yours Very Truly.

11.

S. Kaune & Co.

:

ROOSEVELT WILL VISIT TEXAS
DURING MONTH OF MARCH.
San Antonio, Texas, Jan. 14. Cecil
Lyon, chairman of the Republican
state central committee, who is the
close friend of
Roosevelt, is authority for the statement
that Colonel Roosevelt will be in San
Antonio on March 14th to attend the
annual convention of the Texas Cattlemen.
Mr. Lyon will go to New
York next week where he will arrange the details of the itinerary of
TERRIBLE

PICTURE
OF SUFFERING.
Clinton, Ky. Mrs. M. C. McElroy
in a letter from Clinton, writes: "For
THE PACE FOR 1911
six years, I was a sufferer from female troubles. I could not eat, and jwill surely be set by our livery sta- .could not stand on my feet, without ble, as we have rigs to let as good as
suffering great pain.
Three of the private ones. If you
best doctors in the state said I was
ENJOY A GOOD DRIVE
in a critical condition, and going down or you have an engagement where &
hill. I 'lost hope. After using Car-du- i carriage is necessary or proper, send
a week, I began to improye. Now us word and we will see that you are
I feel better than in six years." Fifty well cared for. We
guarantee you'll
years of success, in actual practice, be pleased with our service and
is positive proof that Cardui can alprices.
ways be relied on, for relieving female weakness and disease. W7hy
WILLIAMS & RISING
not test it for yourself? Sold by all
druggists.
310 San Francisco St 'Phone 139 Red.
;

at Roswell.
Secretary Jaffa discussed with
pleasure today the meeting held Wednesday night at Roswell just after
his return from the East. The Commercial club was thrown open for a
statehood meeting and everyone was
allowed to speak pro or contra the
constitution. "All except two or
three speakers, who were socialists,
were warmly in favor of the constitu
tion" said Mr. Jaffa "and the meeting
was turned into a statehood boom. I
am confident that Roswell will come
splendidly to time on Saturday,
January 21, when the constitution is
Big Time

j

i

'

voted on."
CARLSBAD WILL VOTE
ON CHANGE OF NAME.
Called for' January 28
Purchasers of Land Under Irrigation Project.

Election

Carlsbad, N. M., Jan. 14. A change
of time in the running of trains over

the Santa Fe railway between Carlsbad and Pecos has been announced.
The train will go south in the morning and return at night. This change
is considered a great improvement
over the old schedule in force the
j
past year.
A special election has been called!
for the 28th of January to vote on the
proposed change of name of Carlsbad
to Carlsbad Springs. There are many
favorable to the change of name
while a large number prefer the old
and shorter name of Carlsbad.
Standard incubators, in perfect con-- ;
new owners of land under
dition. Apply Box 446 Santa Fe, theAmong
Carlsbad project may be men
N. M.
tioned: J. M. Conn, W. L. Gage, Louise
Hardy, O. Emmons, W. F. Lawrenz,
If you want anytnmg on earth try H. B. Sylvester, Thomas E. Williams,
a New Mexican Want Ad.
Williams M. Wise and H. F. Walker.

judged by the company they keep, they
eare
also judged by the furniture in their
Peopl

home.
If you have good furniture, you need not be ashamed
of the opinion others may have of you. It is a mark of culture to have a nicely furnished home.

Our Installment plan, will help you to
furnish up in becoming style.

The Santa Fe Hardware & Supply Co.

